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LG3 U8 L1 
Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG Courseware; Projector; Microphone; Speaker 

 

Unit Objectives: 

1. Ss will be able to identify and describe day trips in the past using the verbs: saw, drank, ate, went and found.  

2. Ss will be able to make and agree to a suggestion.  

3. Ss will be able to ask and answer Wh- and Y/N questions about activities in the past using the verbs: saw, drank, ate, went and found. 

4. Ss will be able to distinguish, pronounce and read words with t: “t” and th: “th”.  

Lesson 1 Objectives (ALL UNITS): 

1. Ss will become familiar with the core language patterns of the Unit even if they haven’t had a chance to study it.  

2. Ss will begin to master a regular coaching opportunity to help all Ss master how to study each of the lesson types in the unit, including oral repetition, 
recording and comparing.   

3. To provide a quick linguistic review of the unit content to prepare Ss for the 7 task-based communicative classes that will follow. 
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LG3 U8 L1 Activity Overview: 

Time 3’ 7’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 3’ 

Act. # & Name Greetings 1-Song 2-Conversation 3-Vocabulary 4-Grammar 5-Phonics 6-Game 

Act. Type  Social Routines Teacher-Guided Courseware Review   *Optional 

Target 
Language 

Where were you 

yesterday? 

I was at the beach. 

I was at the 

amusement park. 

Where did you go? 

I went to L.A. 

Who did you see? 

I saw Uncle Ray. 

What did he do? 

What did he say? 

He said, “Hello.” 

“It’s a nice day.” 

I found a frog. 

Really?  

Where was it? 

It was in Uncle Ray’s 

swimming pool. 

Where is it now? 

It’s here. 

Let’s find it. 

Come on. 

Let’s go! 

circus 

beach 

museum 

swimming pool 

amusement park 

playground 

zoo 

an elephant 

French fries 

soda pop 

a hot dog 

lemonade 

bears 

cotton candy 

monkeys 

What did she eat? 

She ate hotdogs and 

French fries. 

What did he drink? 

He drank soda pop. 

What did they see? 

They saw birds. 

Did you see dinosaurs 

yesterday? 

Yes, I did. 

Did they go to the park 

yesterday? 

No, they didn’t. 

Did he eat hot dogs? 

No, he didn’t. 

Did he drink soda pop? 

Yes, he did. 

telephone 

table 

tree 

three 

thimbles 

thread 

There’s a telephone on 
the table next to the 
tree.  

Three thimbles are next 
to the thread. 

ship 

dress 

shop 

green 

drink 

three 

blouse 

glove 

teacher 

glasses 
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LG3 U8 L1 – Greetings  3 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to orally ask and answer about where they were the day before. 

Target Lang: Where were you yesterday? / I was at the beach. / I was at the amusement park. 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss; T-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Greetings Hello/Good morning/Good afternoon, everyone. Hello/Good morning/Good afternoon, Mr. / Ms. Xx. 

2. Tell Ss where you were yesterday and have 
individual Ss answer where he/she was then 
ask the same question in a chain 

I was at the beach. S1, where were you yesterday? 
Ask S2 the same question. 
 
S2, go on asking S3. 

S1: I was at the museum. Where were you yesterday?  
S2: I was at the amusement park.  

Where were you yesterday? 
S3: I was at home.  

Where were you yesterday? 
… 
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LG3 U8 L1 – Activity 1: Song  7 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to sing the song “Where Did You Go?”. 

Target Lang: Where did you go? / I went to L.A./ Who did you see?/ I saw Uncle Ray./ What did he do?/ What did he say?/ He said, “Hello.”/ “It’s a nice day.” 

Materials: LG3 U8 Courseware -- Song 

Interaction: C-Ss, T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Sing the song Where Did You Go with the 
Courseware – whole class 
Open Courseware to LG3 U8—Song. Have Ss 
follow the courseware to sing the song. (Twice) 

Let’s sing the song together.  

2. Sing the song with the Courseware – in two 
groups  
Divide Ss into two groups. Have the first group 
sing the song with Ginger, while the other group 
sings with Sam.  
 

Group 1, sing along with Ginger. 
Group 2, sing along with Sam.  

 

3. Sing the song without the Courseware – in pairs  
Pair up Ss to sing the song to the whole class. 
One student sings Ginger’s lines, while the other 
student sings Sam’s.  

  

 

 

  

Tricks for controlling the courseware:  

• Click the green arrow located at the lower left 
corner of the screen to replay the Song once 
the program continues to the Conversation 
part. 

• Use the Pause button whenever needed. 

It’s good if T and Ss do appropriate actions 
along with the song.  
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LG3 U8 L1 – Activity 2: Conversation   10 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to role play the Conversation from the courseware. 

Target Lang: I found a frog./ Really?/ Where was it?/ It was in Uncle Ray’s swimming pool./ Where is it now?/ It’s here./ Let’s find it./ Come on./ Let’s go! 

Materials: LG3 U8 Courseware -- Conversation 

Interaction: C-Ss, T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Listen to the Conversation in the Courseware 

Play Courseware LG3 U8—Conversation.  
Have class listen to the Conversation from beginning 
to end. 

  

2. Repeat the conversation sentence by sentence using 
the Courseware – whole class  
Pause after each sentence to have Ss repeat it. 

Let’s repeat after Ginger, Sam and Eddy.  I found a frog. Really? Where was it? It was in Uncle Ray’s 
swimming pool. Where is it now? It’s here. Let’s find it. 
Come on. Let’s go! 

3. Repeat the Conversation using the Courseware – in 
three groups  
Divide class into three groups to repeat after the parts 
of Ginger, Sam and Eddy. Pause after each sentence to 
have each group repeat after the cats.  

You are Sue. You are Eddy. You are Sam. Let’s repeat 
after the cats.  

Same as above. 

4. Role play the Conversation without the Courseware – 
in groups Have the three groups role play Ginger, Eddy 
and Sam but without the courseware. Then, switch 
their roles to do it again. 

You are Ginger. You are Eddy. You are Sam. Same as above. 

5. Practice role playing Ginger, Eddy and Sam – in 
groups of 3 

Work with your group to role play Ginger, Eddy and 
Sam. 

Same as above. 

6. Invite 2 or 3 groups to present the Conversation to 
the whole class 

Show your conversation to the class.   
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LG3 U8 L1 – Activity 3: Vocabulary  10 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to name various places of fun and animals, food and drinks that can be found there. 

Target Lang: circus/ beach/ museum/ swimming pool/ amusement park/ playground/ zoo/ French fries/ soda pop/ a hot dog/ lemonade/ bears/ cotton candy/ 
monkeys 

Materials: LG3 U8 Courseware -- Vocabulary 

Interaction: C-Ss, T-Ss; S-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Practice saying the Vocabulary words in the Vocabulary Lesson – Screen 1 
Play Courseware LG3 U8—Vocabulary, Screen 1.  
Invite 8 Ss one by one to come to the front to click the 8 pictures and have the whole class 
repeat the words. (Repeat each word twice) 

Let’s repeat the words. circus, beach, 
museum, swimming 
pool, amusement 
park, playground, zoo 

2. Practice saying the Vocabulary words in the Vocabulary Lesson – Screen 2 
Play Courseware LG3 U8—Vocabulary, Screen 2.  
Invite 8 Ss one by one to come to the front to click the 8 pictures and have the whole class 
repeat the words. (Repeat each word twice) 

Let’s repeat the words. French fries, soda 
pop, a hot dog, 
lemonade, bears, 
cotton candy, 
monkeys 

3. Record the words or phrases and listen back – whole class 
Play Courseware LG3 U8—Vocabulary, Screen 3.  
Whole Class Recording: Have the whole class record each word or phrase and listen back to 

themselves (by clicking the headphone). 

Your turn! Same as above. 

4. Do Screen 3 again as Individual Recordings 
Invite several Ss to do the recording and then listen back to themselves.  

I want to hear some of you do your own 
recording. 

Same as above. 

5. Match pictures and Vocabulary words – in two groups 
Go to Courseware LG3 U8—Vocabulary, Screen 4. 
Divide the class into Group A – left box on the screen; and Group B – right box. If the correct 
box is the one on the left, Group A stands up quickly. If the correct answer is in the right box, 
Group B stands. If a group makes a mistake, have them hop 10 times. 

You are group A/B. This is your box. Once 
you think the correct answer is shown in 
your box, please quickly stand up. If you 
make mistakes, the whole group will hop 
10 times. 

Same as above. 
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LG3 U8 L1 – Activity 4: Grammar   10 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask about and describe what people ate, drank and saw. 

Target Lang: What did she eat? / She ate hot dogs and French fries./ What did he drink?/ He drank soda pop./ What did they see?/ They saw birds./ Did you see 
dinosaurs yesterday?/ Yes, I did./ Did they go to the park yesterday?/ No, they didn’t./ Did he eat hot dogs?/ No, he didn’t./ Did he drink soda pop?/ Yes, 
he did. 

Materials: LG3 U8 Courseware -- Grammar 

Interaction: C-Ss, T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Repeat the questions and answers in Grammar  

Play Courseware LG3 U8—Grammar, Screen 1.  
Invite at least 7 Ss one by one to come to the front 
to click and answer the questions. Have the whole 
class repeat after each question and answer.  

 

Let’s repeat the question. / What’s the question? 
Let’s repeat the answer. / What’s the answer?  

What did she eat? 
She ate hot dogs and French fries. 
What did he drink? 
He drank soda pop. 
What did they see? 
They saw birds. 

2. Answer Y/N questions from the Grammar lesson 

Play Courseware LG3 U8—Grammar, Screen 2.  
Have the whole class answer the questions chorally 
and do gestures at the same time. E.g., stand up and 
make thumbs up meaning ‘Yes, he/she/they/I did’; 
stand up with arms crossed meaning ‘No, 
he/she/they/I didn’t’. (Practice at least 7 questions.) 

Yes or no? 
When you say “Yes, he/she/they/I did”, stand up and do 
this.(Show actions) 
When you say “No, he/she/they/I didn’t’’, stand up and do 
this. (Show actions) 
 

Did you see dinosaurs yesterday? 
Yes, I did. 
Did they go to the park yesterday? 
No, they didn’t. 
Did he eat hot dogs? 
No, he didn’t. 
Did he drink soda pop? 
Yes, he did. 

3. Check Comprehension  
Pause on Screen 2.  
Ask several questions about the activities in the past 
that the cats did. 

 
Did Eddy go to the circus yesterday? 
What did he see? 
Did he eat cake? 
What did he drink? 

(Chorally) 
Yes, he did. 
He saw elephants and tigers. 
No, he didn’t. 
He drank soda pop. 

 
 

Trick for controlling the Courseware:  
To repeat each question or answer, click the Pause 
button right before the next sentence is given.  
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LG3 U8 L1 – Activity 5: Phonics  8 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to demonstrate proper pronunciation and recognize the differences between words beginning with t and th. 

Target Lang: telephone/ table/ tree/ three/ thimbles/ thread/ There’s a telephone on the table next to the tree. / Three thimbles are next to the thread. 

Materials: LG3 U8 Courseware -- Vocabulary 

Interaction: C-Ss, T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Review Phonics Lesson in the Courseware 

Play Courseware LG3 U8—Phonics, Screen 1.  
Click on each picture to hear the associated word. 

Let’s listen carefully.  

2. Identify words t and th – in two groups  
Play Courseware LG3 U8—Vocabulary, Screen 2.  
Divide the class into Group A and B to represent the two bells. Once 
the words signifying the sounds from their bell were given, the whole 
group stands up. For those who make mistakes, they have to jump to 
the door and back.  

You are group A/B. This is your bell. Once you hear words 
signifying the sound from your bell, please quickly stand 
up. If you make mistakes, you have to jump to the door 
and back. 

telephone, table, tree, three, thimbles, 
thread 

3. Repeat Phonics words after the Courseware – whole class 
Return to Courseware LG3 U8—Phonics, Screen 1.  
Click the words one by one and have Ss repeat them. 

Let’s repeat the words. Same as above. 

4. Record the words and listen back -- Individual Ss  
Call several Ss one by one to repeat the words and then record them 
and listen back to them.  

I want to hear some of you do your recording. Same as above. 
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LG3 U8 L1 –Activity 6: Game (*Optional)  3 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to differentiate words based on their initial sounds.  

Target Lang: ship, dress, shop, green, drink, three, blouse, glove, teacher, glasses 

Materials: LG3 U8 Courseware: Game 

Interaction:  C-Ss; T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. One S click on the picture of the word that has a 
different initial sound; the others repeat the word 
Play Courseware LG3 U8—Game.  
Invite Ss to click the picture of the word that has a 
different initial sound. 
Have other Ss repeat the word out loud. 

 

Matthew – please click on the picture that has a different 
initial sound.  
What is it? 

ship, dress, shop, green, drink, three, 
blouse, glove, teacher, glasses 
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LG3 U8 L2 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG Courseware; Projector; LG3 U8 L2 PPT 
Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to identify and describe day trips in the past using the verbs: saw, drank, ate, went and found.  

2. Ss will be able to make and agree to a suggestion.  

3. Ss will be able to ask and answer Wh- and Y/N questions about activities in the past using the verbs: saw, drank, ate, went and found. 

4. Ss will be able to distinguish, pronounce and read words with “t” and “th” sound.  

 

Lesson 2 Objectives:   

1. Ss will be able to pronounce and read words that begin with “t” and “th” sound. 

2. Ss will be able to recall the names of some places in a community. 

3. Ss will be able to make sentences about the activities in the past using the verbs: saw, drank,ate, went and found. 

4. Ss wil be able to orally give a suggestion and accept it politely.  
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LG3 U8 L2 Activity Overview: 

Time 3’ 4’ 5’ 3’ 12’ 4’ 15’ 4’ 

Act. # Type Pre-class Mini 
Lesson  Warm Up R-Activity 1 R-Activity 2 R&E-Activity 3 Mini Lesson R&E-Activity 4 Wrap Up 

Name & 
Desc. of 
Activity 

Places 

Song  
“Where Did 

You Go?” 

 

Phonics 

*Reading and 
Recalling the 
Words and 
Sentences 

Hidden Words 
*Reading the 
Vocabulary  

Making Sentences 
About Activities in 

the Past  
* Reviewing 

Conversation  

Where’s the 
Mouse? 

Complete the 
Dialog 

* Describing 
Activities in the 

Past 

Think-Pair-Share 

* Recalling the  
Vocabulary Learned  

Target 
Language 

circus 

beach 

museum 

swimming pool 

amusement park 

playground 

zoo 

Where you at the 
circus? 

Yes, I was. 

No, I wasn’t.  

It was good. 

I went to the 
restaurant. 

Where did you 
go? 

I went to L.A. 

Who did you 
see? 

I saw Uncle 
Ray. 

What did he 
do? 

What did he 
say? 

He said, 
“Hello.” 

“It’s a nice 
day.” 

t: telephone, 
table, tree, 
teacher, ten 

th: three, 
thimbles, thread, 
throw, thongs 

There’s a 
telephone on the 
table next to the 
tree. 

Three thimbles 
are next to the 
thread. 

an elephant 

French fries 

soda pop 

a hot dog 

lemonade 

bears 

cotton candy 

monkeys 

 

He went to the zoo.  

They ate cotton 
candy.  

She saw bears. 

They drank soda 
pop.  

He found a wallet. 

It’s in the box.  

It’s by the box. 

It’s in front of the 
box. 

It’s on the box. 

It’s under the box. 

It’s between the 
box and the ball. 

It’s behind the box.  

I found a frog. 

Really?  

Where was it? 

It was in Uncle 
Ray’s swimming 
pool. 

Where is it now? 

It’s here. 

Let’s find it. 

Come on. 

Let’s go! 

an elephant     juice 

 

French fries     bears 

soda pop       water 

a hot dog       birds 

lemonade      a frog 

cotton candy    circus 

monkeys 

beach 

museum 

swimming pool 

amusement park 

playground 

zoo          ice cream 
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LG3 U8 L2 – Pre-class Mini Lesson : Places  3 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to name places.  

Target Lang: circus / beach / museum / swimming pool / amusement park / playground / zoo / Were you at the circus? / No, I wasn’t. /  

Yes, I was. / It was good. / I went to the restaurant.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L2 PPT–Slide 2 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Name the places on the screen and read the 
words for them 

Show LG3 U8 L2 PPT–Slide 2. 

Have Ss name the pictures of places inside the 
box.  

CLICK to reveal the picture one at a time.  

Then CLICK to show words of places one by one 
and have Ss read them.  

Name the places. circus 

beach 

museum 

swimming pool 

amusement park 

playground 

zoo  

2. Talk about the places they went to yesterday 

Have Ss name other places they went to in 
sentences 

How was your day yesterday? 

Where did you go?  

It was good. 

I went to the restaurant. 

I went to the library. 

I went to school. 

I went to the department store. 
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LG3 U8 L2 – Warm Up: Song “Where Did You Go?”  4 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to sing the song “Where Did You Go?”. 

Target Lang: Where did you go? / I went to L.A. / Who did you see? / I saw Uncle Ray. / What did he do? / What did he say? / He said, “Hello.” / “It’s a nice day.”/ No,  

he didn’t. / He went to L.A. / He saw Uncle Ray.  

Materials: Courseware LG3 U8 

Interaction： T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Sing Where did you go along with the Courseware 
– whole class 

Have Ss sing along with the courseware.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s sing the song together. 

Where did you go? 

I went to L.A. 

Who did you see? 

I saw Uncle Ray. 

What did he do? 

What did he say? 

He said, “Hello.” 

“It’s a nice day.” 

2. Sing again without the Courseware – whole class  Let’s sing it again. Where did you go? 

 

3. Check comprehension after singing the song 

  

Did Sam go to the museum? 

Did he go to the amusement park? 

Where did Sam go? 

Did he see Sue? 

Who did he see? 

No, he didn’t. 

No, he didn’t. 

He went to L.A. 

No, he didn’t. 

He saw Uncle Ray. 
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LG3 U8 L2 – Activity 1: Phonics (R: Reading and Recalling “t” and “th” Words)  5 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to identify, pronounce and make sentences with words beginning with “t” and “th”.  

Target Lang: telephone, table, tree, teacher, ten / There’s a telephone on the table next to the tree. / three, thimbles, thread ,  

  throw, thongs / Three thimbles are next to the thread. 

Materials: Courseware LG3 U8–Phonics; LG3 U8 L2 PPT—Slide 3 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Listen to and repeat the words/sentences 

Play Courseware LG3 U8 – Phonics, and click on the 
pictures one by one 

Have Ss listen to and repeat after the words and 
sentences. 

Listen to the words and sentences, then repeat them. “t”: telephone, table, tree, teacher, ten 

There’s a telephone on the table next to the tree.  

“th”: three, thimbles, thread, throw, thongs 

Three thimbles are next to the thread. 

2. Identify words that begin with t or th sound by saying 
them aloud 

Show LG3 U4 L2 PPT—Slide 3. 

Have Ss identify words beginning with “t” and “th” sound.   

CLICK to show the sentences. 

 

Which words begin with “t” sound in this sentence? 

Which words begin with “th” sound in this sentence? 

 

telephone, table, tree, teacher, ten 

three, thimbles, thread, throw, thongs 

3. Recall the words that begin with t or th sound 

CLICK to make the sentences disappear. Have Ss recall the 
words. 

What words begin with “t” sound?   

What words begin with “th” sound?   

telephone, table, tree, teacher, ten 

three, thimbles, thread, throw, thongs 

4. Make sentences using the selected words that begin with 
t or th 

Call individual Ss to make sentences using the words 
telephone, table, tree, three, thread and throw.   

Make sentences using the words telephone, table, 
tree, three, thread and throw.  

The book is on the table. 

She saw three monkeys.   
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LG3 U8 L2 – Activity 2: Hidden Words (R: Reading the Vocabulary)  3 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to read and spell the names of what they saw, drank and ate in different places. 

Target Lang: elephant / French fries / soda pop / hot dog / lemonade / bears / cotton candy / monkeys  

Materials: LG3 U8 L2 PPT—Slide 4 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Identify a word in a word scramble box 

Show LG3 U8 L2 PPT — Slide 4. 

CLICK to show the first box and ask Ss to identify the word in it.   

 

 

What word can you see? 

 

elephant 

 

2. Read and spell the word 

Have Ss read the word and its spelling 

 

Let’s read the word and its spelling. elephant E-L-E-P-H-A-N-T 

3. Continue the same procedure with the other words Find the hidden words.  French fries    F-R-E-N-C-H F-R-I-E-S 

soda pop      S-O-D-A P-O-P 

hot dog       H-O-T D-O-G 

lemonade     L-E-M-O-N-A-D-E 

bears        B-E-A-R-S 

cotton candy  C-O-T-T-O-N C-A-N-D-Y 

monkeys     M-O-N-K-E-Y-S 
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LG3 U8 L2 – Activity 3: Complete the Dialog (R: Reviewing Conversation)  12 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to orally read and act out the conversation about activities in the past.  

Target Lang: Who’s he? / He’s Sam. / Who’s she? / She’s Ginger. / What’s this? / It’s a frog. / I found a frog. / Really? / Where was it? / It was  

in Uncle Ray’s swimming pool. / Where is it now? / It’s here. / Let’s find it. / Come on. / Let’s go!  

Materials: LG3 U8 L2 PPT—Slide 5; Courseware LG3 U8 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit Q&A from the Ss according to the hints on the board 
and the picture on the screen & Listen to the Conversation 
in the Courseware 

Open Courseware LG3 U3 –Conversation. 

Pause the courseware. 

 

Draw a question mark and a full stop on the board. 

Write “Wh-“ next to the question mark sign. 

 

Continue the same procedure for the other characters. 

 

 

CLICK the play button to listen to the Conversation. 

 

 

 

Look at the picture. 

(Point to Sam and the question mark.) 

(Point to Sam and the full stop.) 

 

 

 

Let’s listen to the conversation. 

 

Who’s he?       

He’s Sam. 

Who’s she?      

She’s Ginger. 

Who’s he?    

He’s Eddy. 

What’s this?       

It’s a frog. 

2. Repeat the Conversation sentence by sentence after the 
Courseware – whole class 

Pause after each sentence to have Ss repeat them. 

Let’s repeat after Eddy and Sam. I found a frog. Really? 

Where was it? It was in Uncle Ray’s swimming pool. 

Where is it now? It’s here. 
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Let’s find it. 

Come on. Let’s go! 

3. Repeat the Conversation sentence by sentence after the 
courseware – in two groups 

Divide Ss into two groups to repeat after either Eddy or Sam. 
Pause after each sentence to have each group repeat after 
the cats. 

 

You are Eddy. You are Sam. Let’s repeat after 
the cats. 

 

Same as above. 

4. Role play the Conversation without the courseware -- in two 
groups 

Have the two groups role play Eddy and Sam but without the 
courseware. Then switch their roles to do it again. 

 

You are Eddy. You are Sam.  

 

Same as above. 

5. Read the Conversation and T do a Q&A with the Ss to check 
comprehension – whole class 

Show LG3 U8 L2 PPT –Slide 5. 

CLICK to show the conversation sentences . 

Do a comprehension check and have Ss answer chorally. 

 

What did you find? 

Where was the frog? 

Was it next to Uncle Ray’s swimming pool? 

Who saw the frog? 

 

I found a frog. 

It was in Uncle Ray’s swimming pool. 

No, it wasn’t. It was in Uncle Ray’s swimming pool. 

Sam saw the frog. 

6. Read and complete the missing parts of the dialogue – 
whole class 

CLICK to show the conversation sentences. Have the class 
complete the dialog chorally.  

 

 

Read and complete the dialog. I found a frog. Really? 

Where was it? It was in Uncle Ray’s swimming pool. 

Where is it now? It’s here. 

Let’s find it. 

Come on. Let’s go! 

7. Role play Sam and Eddy – in pairs   
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Instruct Ss to role play as Sam and Eddy.  Find a partner! 

Role play as Sam and Eddy. 

Same as above.  

8. Invite 3 pairs to the front to present their conversations  Present your conversation to the class.  Same as above.  
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LG3 U8 L2 – Mini Lesson: Where’s the Mouse?  4 min   
Objectives:  Ss will be able to describe the location of an object.   

Target Lang: It’s in the box. / It’s by the box. / It’s in front of the box. / It’s on the box. / It’s under the box. / It’s between the box and the ball. / 

 It’s behind the box. 

Materials: LG3 U8 L2 PPT–Slide 6 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Describe the location of the mouse in relation to the 
box on the screen 

Show LG3 U8 L2 PPT–Slide 6. 

CLICK to reveal the pictures one by one.  

Have Ss describe the location of the mouse using 
prepositions.  

 

 

Where’s the mouse? It’s in the box. 

It’s by the box. 

It’s in front of the box. 

It’s behind the box. 

It’s on the box. 

It’s between the box and the ball. 
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LG3 U8 L2 – Activity 4: Making Sentences About Activities in the Past (R&E: Describing Activities in the Past)  15 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to make sentences about the activities in the past using the verbs: saw, drank,ate, went and found. 

Target Lang: He went to the zoo. / They ate cotton candy. / She saw bears. / They drank soda pop. / He found a wallet.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L2 PPT—Slides 7, 8, 9, 10 & 11 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S; Ss-Ss  

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit sentences about what happened 

Show LG3 U8 L2 PPT—Slide 7. 

CLICK to show the pictures. 

 

(Point to “went”, Sue and then to the amusement park.) 

She went to the amusement park. 

(Point to “went”, Sam and the zoo.) Make a sentence. 

 

 

(Point to “ate”, Eddy and then to the ice cream. ) 

 

 

(Point to “found”, Sam and then to the wallet.) 

 

 

(Point to “saw”, Ginger and then to the wallet.) 

 

 

(Point to “drank”, Eddy and Sam and then to the wallet.) 

 

 

 

He went to the the zoo. 

She went to the beach. 

They went to the swimming pool.  

He ate ice cream. 

They ate cotton candy. 

She ate an apple. 

He found a wallet. 

She found a coin. 

They found a dollar. 

She saw bears. 

They saw birds. 

He saw dinosaurs. 

They drank soda pop. 

She drank milk. 
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He drank juice. 

2. Make sentences using the words and 
pictures on the screen – in groups 

Show LG3 U8 L2 PPT–Slide 8, 9&10. 

Divide class into 3 groups.  

Assign a character for each group. Have them 
orally form sentences based on the pictures. 
Give each group 2 minutes to prepare for 
their sentences.  

 

Group 1, use the verbs and pictures to make sentences. 

Group 2 and Group 3, do the same.  

 

He went to the zoo. He ate hot dog. He saw monkeys He 
found a wallet. He drank soda pop. 

She went to the circus. She ate popcorn. She  drank 
juice. She saw clowns. She found a jacket. 

They went to the museum. They saw dinosaurs. They 
drank apple juice. They ate French fries. They found a 
coin. 

3. Present their sentences  

Have each group orally present their work to 
the class.  

Present your sentences.  Same as above.  

4. Choose a picture to make a sentence – in 
pairs 

Show LG3 U8 L2 PPT–Slide 11. 

Pair up Ss. Have them orally make a 
sentence for each verb by choosing pictures 
from the slide.  

 

Make a sentence for each verb.  

Use the pictures as your guide.  

 

I went to the park. I saw birds. I drank juice. I ate 
hamburger. I found a bag.  

5. Present the sentences 

Invite 3 pairs to say their sentences in the 
front.  

Present your work.  Same as above.  
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LG3 U8 L2 – Wrap Up: Think-Pair-Share (R: Recalling the Vocabulary Learned)  4 min 
Objectives:  Ss will be able to say the words or phrases about places, food, drink and animals they have learned. 

Target Lang: an elephant / French fries / soda pop / a hot dog / lemonade / bears / cotton candy / monkeys / circus / beach / museum / swimming pool / amusement park /  

 playground / zoo / ice cream / juice / water / birds / a frog 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Name places – in pairs 

Pair up Ss. Instruct Ss to name some places 
alternatively for a minute.  

 

Find a partner! 

Name some places.  

S1:circus 

S2: beach 

S1: museum 

S2: swimming pool 

S1: amusement park 

S2: playground 

S1: zoo 

2. Name food, drinks and animals – in pairs 

Continue the same procedure. This time, ask 
them to name some food, drinks and animals 
respectively.  

 

 

 

Name some food. 

Name some drinks. 

Name some animals. 

French fries, a hot dog, cotton candy, ice cream 

soda pop, lemonade, juice, water 

an elephant, monkeys, birds, a frog 
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LG3 U8 L3 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG Courseware; Projector; LG3 U8 L3 PPT 

 
LG3 U8 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to identify and describe day trips in the past using the verbs.  

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about activities in the past using the verbs: saw, drank, ate, went and found. 

3. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce, and read words with the letters t and th. 

 

LG3 U8 Lesson 3 Objectives: 

1. Ss will be able to identify and name words that begin with letters t and th. 

2. Ss will be able to make sentences about the activities in the past using the verbs: saw, drank,ate, went and found. 

3. Ss wil be able to recall words related to day trip activities and use them in sentences.  

4. Ss will be able to orally ask and answer Y/N questions about activities in the past using the verbs: saw, drank,ate, went and found. 
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LG3 U8 L3 Activity Overview: 

Time 3’ 4’ 7’ 10’ 12’ 10’ 4’ 

Act. # Type Pre-class 
Mini Lesson  

Warm Up R&E-Activity 1 R&E-Activity 2 R&E-Activity 3 R&E-Activity 4 Wrap Up 

Name & 
Desc. of 
Activity 

Find the 
Object! 

Where Did 
They Go? 

“t” or “th”? 
* R&E: Identifying and 
Saying Words with “t” 

and “th” Sounds 

Whisper Game 
*Making Sentences 
about Activities in 

the Past 

Vocabulary Bingo 
* Recalling & Making 

Sentences with Words 
about Day Trip Activities 

Did...? 
* Asking & Answering 
Y/N Questions about 
Activities in the Past 

Thumbs Up, 
Thumbs Down 

Target 
Language 

The ball is 
by the 
table.  
Where are 
the boots?  
They are by 
the bicycle. 
Where’s the 
present? 
It’s under 
the table. 

Where did 
you go 
yesterday?  
I went to 
the beach.  
They went 
to the zoo.  
She went to 
the park.  
He went to 
school.   

“t”          “th” 
telephone   three 
table       thread 
tree        things     
teeth       thirty 
teacher     thimbles     
TV         thongs 
tea        throw 
tape       thirsty 
tiger       thirteen 
           thin 

Luke and Rafael 
went to the beach.  
Alice and Greg found 
a jacket.  
Yolanda saw tigers 
and birds.  
Chris and Mike ate 
sandwiches.  
Jamie and Jane 
drank milk.  
Bryan and Adam 
went to the 
amusement park. 

circus     
beach  
museum        
zoo 
swimming pool  
amusement park  
playground  
an elephant  
French fries  
soda pop  
a hot dog  
lemonade  
bears  
cotton candy  
monkeys  
I went to the beach, ate a 
hot dog and drank 
lemonade. 

Did he go to the zoo?  
Did she drink soda pop?  
Did they see an 
elephant?  
Did he eat a sandwich?  
No, he didn’t.  
Yes, he did. 

She went to the 
amusement 
park.  
She found a key.  
She drank soda 
pop.  
She ate a hot dog 
and a cotton 
candy.  
She saw bears. 
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LG3 U8 L3 – Pre-class Mini Lesson : Find the Object!  3 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to describe the location of personal objects. 

Target Lang: The ball is by the table. /Where are the boots? / They are by the bicycle. / Where’s the present? / It’s under the table.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L3 PPT–Slide 2 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Ask and answer questions about the location of 
objects 

Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT–Slide 2. 

Have Ss describe the location of personal 
objects.  

Find the objects.  

Where’s the ball? (Point at the ball and the 
table) 

Where are the pencils? (Point at the pencils) 

Question? / The answer? (Point at the rest 
objects one by one.) 

 

The ball is by the table. 

The pencils are on the desk. 

Where is the present? / The present is under the desk. 

Where is the wallet? / The wallet is on the chair. 

Where is the robot?/ The robot is in the box. 

Where is the kite? / The kite is on the sofa.  

Where are the boots? / They are by the bicycle. 

Where’s the bag? / It’s by the box/chair. 

Where’s the watch? / It’s on the table. 

Where’s the TV? /  It’s by the sofa/ desk. 

Where are the flowers? / They are by the sofa. 

2. Do Q & As about the locations of objects -- in 
pairs  

Have Ss take turns in asking and answering 
questions about the location of the objects in the 
picture.  

Work in pairs. 

Take turns in asking and answering 
questions about where the objects are.   

S1: Where are the boots?        S2: They are by the bicycle. 

S2: Where’s the bag?           S1: It’s by the box/chair. 

S1: Where’s the watch?         S2: It’s on the table. 

S2: Where’s the present?        S1: It’s under the table. 
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LG3 U8 L3 – Warm Up: Where Did They Go?  4 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer where they went the day before. 

Target Lang: Where did you go yesterday? / I went to the beach. / They went to the zoo. / She went to the park. / He went to school.   

Materials: LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 3  

Interaction： T-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 
1. Describe where the cats went 

Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 3. 

CLICK to show where Sam and Ginger went each 
time and have Ss aswer your question. 

 

 

Where did they go? (Point to each small picture) 

 

They went to the park. 

They went to the zoo. 

They went to the amusement park. 

They went to the swimming pool. 

They went to the supermarket. 

They went to the department store.  

They went to the hospital. 

2. Find out in a chain where the group members 
went yesterday -- in groups  

Have Ss in small groups take turns asking and 
answering where they went the day before in a 
chain. 

Points should be awarded for the first group to 
finish. 

S1, where did you go yesterday? 

Ask S2 where he/she went yesterday. 

 

 

S2, ask the question to S3. 

 

 

G1-S1: I went to the park. 

Where did you go yesterday, S2? 

G1-S2: I went to school.  

S1 went to the park.  

Where did you go yesterday, S3? 

G1-S3: I went to the beach. S1 went to the park. 

S2 went to school. 

Where did you go yesterday? 
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LG3 U8 L3 – Activity 1: “t” or “th”? (R&E: Identifying and Saying Words with “t” and “th” Sounds)  7 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to identify and say words with “t” and “th” sounds.  

Target Lang: telephone, table, tree, teeth, teacher, TV, tea, tape, tiger ; three, thimbles, thread, thongs, things, throw, 
thirty, thirsty, thirteen, thin 

Materials: LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slides 4, 5&6 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S; S-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Name words with t and th 

Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 4. 

Have Ss name the words with beginning “t” and 
“th” sounds in the pictures.  

Name the words. 

(Point at the pictures one at a time.) 

telephone, table, tree 

three, thimbles, thread 

2. Distinguish words beginning with t and th 

Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 5. 

CLICK to show the pictures one by one. Ask Ss if 
each word begins with “t” or “th”. 

CLICK to show the correct answers one by one. 

Does it begin with “t” or “th”?  

What is it?  

… 

“t” 

telephone          

“th”  thimbles      

“t”   tree          

“t”   table         

“th”  thread        

“th”  three         

3. Recall the words beginning with t and th 

Have the whole class recall the words beginning 
with “t” and “th”. 

What words begin with “t”? 

What words begin with “th”? 

telephone, table, tree 

three, thimbles, thread 
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4. Give examples of words with “t” and “th” 

Ask individual Ss to give examples of other words 
with initial sounds “t” and “th”.  

Have Ss tell their initial sounds.  

S1, say another word beginning with “t” or “th”. 

Everyone, “t” or “th”?  

… 

S1: thongs               Ss: “th” 

S2: things               Ss: “th” 

S3: teeth                Ss: “t” 

5. Find “t” and “th” words -- in pairs 

Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 6. 

Have Ss work in pairs. Instruct them to find 
previously learned words beginning with “t” and 
“th” from the pictures.  

 

Work with your partner, name words beginning with “t” 
and “th”.  

 

“t”: teacher, TV, tea, tape, tiger 

“th”: throw, thirty, thirsty, thirteen, thin 

6. Share answers with the class 

Invite a few pairs of students to share their answers 
to the class.  

Share your answers.  Same as above.  
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LG3 U8 L3 – Activity 2: Whisper Game (R&E: Making Sentences about Activities in the Past)  10 min 
Objectives: Ss will be able to make sentences about day trip activities using the past tense of verbs. 

Target Lang: Luke and Rafael went to the beach. / Alice and Greg found a jacket. / Yolanda saw tigers and birds. / Chris and Mike ate sandwiches. / Jamie and Jane drank 
milk. / Bryan and Adam went to the amusement park. 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S; S-Ss  

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Model the game – Whisper the first message to the first players 
and have the rest repeat successively 
Divide the class into groups of six. 
Have the members of each group line up. Whisper a message to the 
first player of each group. Make sure that the players know the 
message.  
Instruct the players to whisper the message to the next player in the 
group successively until the last player gets the message. 
The team which can repeat the correct message first receives a 
point.  

Line up. 
First players, I’ll whisper a message to you. 
When I say “Go!”, whisper the message to the 
next player. 
Pass and whisper the message until the last 
player gets it. 
 
First players, come here.(Whisper the first 
message “Luke and Rafael went to the beach”). 
Go! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Ss1: Luke and Rafael went to the beach. 
Ss2...Ss6: Luke and Rafael went to the beach. 
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2. Continue with the game  
Start the game over with the second players of each group 
becoming the first ones in line. 
Do it until everyone has a chance to be the first ones in the group. 

Alice and Greg found a jacket. 
 
Yolanda saw tigers and birds. 
 
Chris and Mike ate sandwiches. 
 
Jamie and Jane drank milk. 
 
Bryan and Adam went to the amusement park. 

Ss2: Alice and Greg found a jacket. 
Ss 3,4,5,6,1: Alice and Greg found a jacket. 
Ss3: Yolanda saw tigers and birds. 
Ss 4,5,6,1,2: Yolanda saw tigers and birds. 
Ss4: Chris and Mike ate sandwiches. 
Ss 5,6,1,2,3: Chris and Mike ate sandwiches. 
Ss5: Jamie and Jane drank milk. 
Ss 6,1,2,3,4,5: Jamie and Jane drank milk. 
Ss6: Bryan and Adam went to the amusement 
park. 
Ss 1,2,3,4,5: Bryan and Adam went to the 
amusement park.  

3. Make similar sentences on their own 
Call individual Ss randomly to make similar sentences.  

 
Make similar sentences. 

 
S1: My mom and I went to the supermarket. 
S2: I ate a hotdog and French fries. 
… 
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LG3 U8 L3 – Activity 3: Vocabulary Bingo (R&E: Recalling & Making Sentences with Words about Day Trip Activities)  12 min 
Objectives: Ss will be able to identify and make sentences with the words about day trip activities.  

Target Lang: circus / beach / museum / swimming pool / amusement park / playground / zoo / an elephant / French fries / soda pop 
/ a hot dog / lemonade / bears / cotton candy / monkeys / I went to the beach, ate a hot dog and drank lemonade.  

Materials: LG3 U8 Courseware; LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slides 7&8  

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Listen & number the pictures  
Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 7. 
Have Ss write down numbers 1-15 on a piece of paper. Instruct 
them that they have to write down the letter of the name of 
picture mentioned.  

Write numbers 1 to 15 on your paper. 
Write the letter of the name of picture that I say.  
1. monkeys 
2. French fries 
3. amusement park 
4. soda pop 
5. an elephant 
6. playground 
7. museum 
8. zoo 
9. circus 
10. swimming pool 
11. lemonade 
12. hot dog 
13. bears 
14. cotton candy 
15. beach 

 
Answers: 
1. o   2. i 
3. e   4. j 
5. h   6. f 
7. c   8. g 
9. a   10. d 
11. m  12. K 
13. l   14. n 
15. b 
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2. Check answers -- in pairs 
Have Ss work in pairs for checking.  
CLICK to show the answers.  

In pairs, check your partner’s answers.  
 
Here is the correct answer. 

 

3. Spell the words-- in groups 
Divide the class into groups.  
Have Ss work with their groups to spell the words. Instruct 
them to write each word next to the lettter they have written 
on their paper.  

Spell the words with your group mates. Write 
your answers next to the letters on your paper.  
 

 

4. Make BINGO cards – individual Ss 
CLICK to show the Bingo table and the set of pictures.  
Instruct Ss to draw their own Bingo table, following the format 
in the slide. 

 
Draw your own Bingo table on a piece of paper. 
 

 

5. Dictate 9 BINGO words in pairs 
Have Ss dictate any nine words from the slide to their partners 
and write them in the BINGO table. 

Work in pairs. Choose nine words for your 
partner. Write them in the boxes. 

circus, soda pop, museum, hot dog, swimming 
pool, French fries, zoo, monkeys, cotton candy 
lemonade, beach, an elephant, playground, 
amusement park, bears, museum, circus, monkeys 

6. Play the BINGO game. 
Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 8. 
CLICK to spin the wheel. 
Once it stops, the arrow will point at a picture. Have Ss cross 
out their word on the paper. 
Continue spinning the wheel until the arrow points at the last 
picture.  
Have Ss cross out three words diagonally, horizontally or 
vertically, and shout “BINGO!” once they have done any. 
Have the S who shouts “Bingo!” make sentences with the three 
words that he/she crossed out to win the game. 

I will spin the wheel. When it stops, the arrow 
will point at a picture, cross out the word on 
your paper. 
If you cross out three words diagonally, 
horizontally or vertically, shout “BINGO!”.(Show 
the three directions) 
Circus – monkeys–cotton candy–zoo–swimming 
pool–beach–lemonade–French fries–an 
elephant–playground–a hot dog–soda 
pop–amusement park–bears–museum  
Xx, make a sentence using the three words you 
crossed out. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I went to the beach, ate a hot dog and drank 
lemonade. 

For more details, see Page 

5, LG Lesson Plan Activity 
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LG3 U8 L3 – Activity 5: Did...? (R&E: Asking and Answering Y/N Questios about Activities in the Past)  10 min 
Objectives: Ss will be able to orally ask and answer Y/N (Did) questions about activities in the past. 

Target Lang: Did he go to the zoo? / Did she drink soda pop? / Did they see an elephant? / Did he eat a sandwich? / No, he didn’t. 
/ Yes, he did.  

Materials: LG3 U8 Courseware–Conversation; LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slides 9, 10, 11, 12 & 13  

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit Y/N Q&A about what Sam did 

Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT–Slide 9. 

CLICK to show the 1st set of pictures. 

Elicit questions and answers by pointing at 
“Did...?”, Sam and the zoo/ the beach /the 
swimming pool.  

 

CLICK to show the 2nd set of pictures. 

 

Question?(Point at “Did...?”, Sam and the amusement park.) 

The answer?  

(Point at “Did...?”, Sam and the zoo/ the beach /the swimming 
pool. ) 

 

 

Question? (Point to “Did...?”, Sam and the mouse.) 

The answer? 

(Point to “Did...?”, Sam and the other pictures.) 

 

 

Did Sam go to the amusement park?         

No, he didn’t. 

Did he go to the zoo?             No, he didn’t. 

Did he go to the beach?           No, he didn’t. 

Did he go to the swimming pool?   Yes, he did.  

 

Did Sam find a mouse? 

No, he didn’t. 

Did he find a frog?              Yes, he did. 

Did he find a jacket?             No, he didn’t. 

Did he find a pencil?             No, he didn’t. 
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2. Do Q & As about what Sam did -- in two 
groups 

Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 10. 

Divide the class into two groups. 

Have Group 1 ask questions about Sam and 
Group 2 answer.  

This time, let’s find out what happened to Sam yesterday.  

Group 1, ask questions. 

Group 2, answer.  

(Point to “Did...?”, Sam and the small pictures one at a time.)  

G1: Did he see birds?          G2: No, he didn’t. 

G1: Did he see tigers?         G2: Yes, he did. 

G1: Did he drink soda pop?     G2: No, he didn’t. 

G1: Did he drink milk?         G2: Yes, he did. 

G1: Did he eat donuts?        G2: No, he didn’t. 

G1: Did he eat a sandwich?    G2: Yes, he did.  

3. Switch roles and do Q&As about what Sue 
did – in two groups 

Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 11. 

This time, have Group 2 ask questions about 
Sue and Group 1 answer.  

Group 2, ask questions. 

Group 1, answer.  

(Point to “Did...?”, Sue and the small pictures one at a time.)  

G2: Did she see a teacher?      G1: No, she didn’t. 

G2: Did she see bears?         G1: Yes, she did. 

G2: Did she drink juice?        G1: No, she didn’t. 

G2: Did she drink water?       G1: Yes, she did. 

G2: Did she eat a hotdog?      G1: Yes, she did. 

G2: Did she eat an ice cream?   G1: No, she didn’t.  

4. Do Q & As about what Ginger and Eddy did -- 
between boys and girls 

Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 12. 

Have the boys ask questions about Ginger and 
Eddy and the girls answer.  

 

Boys, ask questions. 

Girls, answer.  

(Point to “Did...?”, Ginger and Eddy and the small pictures one 
at a time.)  

Bs: Did they eat bananas?      Gs: Yes, they did. 

Bs: Did they eat cookies?      Gs: No, they didn’t. 

Bs: Did they see an elephant?   Gs: No, they didn’t. 

Bs: Did they see monkeys?      Gs: Yes, they did. 

Bs: Did they drink lemonades?   Gs: Yes, they did. 

Bs: Did they drink soda pops?   Gs: No, they didn’t.  
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5. Do Q & As about what Mrs Cat and Mimi did 
-- in pairs 

Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 13. 

Elicit the first question and answer from Ss. 

In pairs, have Ss ask and answer questions 
with each other for two minutes. 

Question? (Point at “ Did…?”, Mrs. Cat and Mimi, and the 
museum.) 

The answer? 

In pairs, ask each other questions.  

 

Did they go to the museum? 

No, they didn’t. 

Did they go to the zoo?           Yes, they did. 

Did they drink coffee?            No, they didn’t. 

Did they drink juice?             Yes, they did. 

Did they see bears?              Yes, they did. 

Did they see frogs?              No, they didn’t. 

Did they eat French fries?         No, they didn’t. 

Did they eat hamburgers?        Yes, they did. 

Did they find/fly a kite?          Yes, they did. 

Did they find a coin?            No, they didn’t.  

6. Present the Q&As to the class 

Invite 3 pairs of Ss to share their questions 
and answers to the class.  

Present your questions and answers.  Same as above.  
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LG3 U8 L3 – Wrap Up: Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down  4 min 
Objectives: Ss will be able to determine if the statements about day trip activities are true or false.  

Target Lang: She went to the amusement park. / She found a key. / She drank soda pop. / She ate a cotton candy and a hot dog. / She saw bears. 

Materials: LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 14 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Model the activity – Listen to the statements, 
raise the thumb up if correct and put the thumb 
down if not  

Show LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slide 14. 

Instruct Ss to raise their thumbs up if the sentence 
is correct based on the picture and put their 
thumbs down if not.  

If the sentence is incorrect, ask the Ss to give the 
correct statement.  

Raise your thumbs up if the sentence is correct. 

If not, put your thumbs down and give the correct 
sentence.  

She went to the museum. 

She ate a cookie. 

She found a key. 

She went to the amusement park.  

She saw a frog.  

She drank soda pop.  

She found a ball.  

 

 

(Thumbs down.) She went to the amusement park.  

(Thumbs down.) She ate a cotton candy and a hot dog. 

(Thumbs up.) 

(Thumbs up.) 

(Thumbs down.) She saw bears. 

(Thumbs up.) 

(Thumbs down.) She found a key.  

2. Make T/F statements -- in pairs 

Pair up Ss. 

Have Ss take turns making true or false statements 
and answering.   

Work in pairs. 

Take turns in making correct and incorrect 
sentences and answering.  

 

S1: She ate a cotton candy. 

S2: (Thumbs up.) 

S2: She found a pen. 

S1: (Thumbs down.) She found a key. 

S2: She drank lemonade. 

S1: (Thumbs down.) She drank soda pop.  
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LG3 U8 L4 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG Courseware; Projector; LG3 U8 L4 PPT 

 
LG3 U8 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to identify and describe day trips in the past using the verbs.  

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about activities in the past using the verbs: saw, drank, ate, went and found. 

3. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce, and read words with the letters t and th. 

 

LG3 U8 Lesson 4 Objectives:   

1. Ss will be able to pronounce, read and name words that begin with t and th. 

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer Wh- and Y/N questions about activities in the past. 

3. Ss will be able to make sentences about day trip activities in the past.  

4. Ss wil be able to recall and personalize the conversation about activities in the past.  
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LG3 U8 L4 Activity Overview: 

Time 3’ 4’ 7’ 5’ 6’ 12’ 10’ 3’ 

Act. # Type Warm Up  R-Activity 1 PR-Activity 2 R-Activity 3 R&E-Activity 4 R&E-Activity 5 R&E-Activity 6 Wrap Up 

Name &  

Desc. of Activity 
What Did 
You See? 

Odd-One- Out 

* Recalling and 
Identifying 

Words 
Beginning with 

t and th 

A Visit to Sue’s House 

* Asking and 
Answering Wh- 

Questions About 
Activities in the Past 

Last Man 
Standing 

* Naming Words 
Beginning with t 

and th 

Conversation 

* Recalling and 
Personalizing 

the Dialog 

Story Making 

* Making 
Sentences About 
Activities in the 

Past 

Around the Town 

* Asking and 
Asnwering Y/N 

Questions About 
Activities in the Past 

Pass and Say 

 

Target Language I see a long 
pencil.  

I see a green 
bicycle. 

I saw a long 
pencil.  

I saw a big 
box.  

I saw a big 
notebook.  

I saw a small 
book.  

tree       
teeth 
telephone   
thin 
teacher     
tape 
turtle      
tiger 
tea  
thirty  
thirsty 
throw  
thimbles  
thirteen  
three  
thimbles 

Where did you go?  
I went to the dining 
room.  
What did you eat?  
I ate pizza.  
What did you see?  
I saw a spider.  
What did you find? 
I found a jacket.  
What did you drink?  
I drank milk.  

turtle    
teacher  
truck    
tree  
table    
throw  
think   
thirsty  
thongs  
thread  
 

I found a 
mouse.  

Really, where 
was it?  

It was under 
Aunt Mary’s 
table.  

Where is it 
now?  

It’s on the 
chair. 

Sam’s brother 
went to the 
playground.  
He ate pizza.  
He drank soda 
pop.  
He saw a rabbit.  
Did David go to 
the amusement 
park. 
Did he eat a 
sandwich?  
Did he drink 
lemonade? 
Yes, he did.  
No, he didn’t. 

She’s Luna.  

He’s Carter.  

Did you go to the 
swimming pool?  

Did you eat donuts? 

Did you see birds?  

Did you find a bat?  

Did you drink tea?  

Yes, I did.  

No, I didn’t.                    

amusement 
park  

museum  

zoo  

pizza  

cake  

bread  

soda pop  

juice 

water 

bat  

pencil  

watch 
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LG3 U8 L4 – Warm Up: What Did You See?  3 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to describe what they saw.  

Target Lang:  I see a long pencil. / I see a green bicycle. / I saw a long pencil. / I saw a big box. / I saw a big notebook. / I saw a small 
book.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L4 PPT–Slide 2 

Interaction： T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Name objects in the picture 

Show LG3 U8 L4 PPT–Slide 2. 

CLICK to show the pictures.  

Have Ss name the objects that they see.  

 

 

I see a big box. 

What do you see? 

(Point at the objects.) 

 

 

 

I see a long pencil. 

I see a green bicycle. 

I see a tall teacher.  

2. Recall the objects 

CLICK to show the pictures in blur.  

Have Ss recall the objects that they saw.  

I saw a big box. 

What did you see? 

 

 

I saw a long pencil. 

I saw a big box. 

I saw a big notebook. 

I saw a small book. 

I saw a tall teacher.  
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LG3 U8 L4 –Activity 1: Odd-One-Out (R: Recalling and Identifying Words Beginning with t and th)  4 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to recall and identify words beginning with “t” and “th”.   

Target Lang: tree, telephone, teacher, turtle, teeth, tea, thin, thirty, thirsty, throw, thimbles, tape, thirteen, three, thimbles, tiger  

Materials: LG3 U8 L4 PPT—Slide 3 

Interaction： T-Ss; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 
1. Model the activity – identify words with a 

different initial letter 

Show LG3 U8 L4 PPT–Slide 3. 

Have Ss name the pictures.  

Instruct them to identify the word with a different 
initial letters.  

 

Name the pictures. 

Which word starts with a different letter? 

 

tree, telephone, dress 

dress 

teacher, blue, turtle           blue 

doll, teeth, tea               doll 

thin, thirty, brush             brush 

prince, thirsty, throw          prince 

2. Think of words – in groups of three 

Divide the class into groups of three. 

Have each group think of three words. Instruct 
them that two words must begin with “t” or “th” 
and one with any other letter.   

Give them one minute for this step.  

In one minute, think of three words. Two of them must 
begin with “t” or “th” and one with any other letter.  

tiger, tape, pencil 

thimbles, three, notebook 
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3. Present the words to the class 

Invite three groups to go in front and say their 
words to the class. 

Have the class name the word with a different 
initial letter.  

Say your words to the class. 

Which word begins with a different letter? 

tiger, tape, pencil            pencil 

thimbles, three, notebook     notebook 

teacher, tea, ruler            ruler  
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LG3 U8 L4 – Activity 2: A Visit to Sue’s House (PR: Asking and Answering Wh- Questions About Activities in the Past)  7 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer Wh- (What, Where) questions about past activities in the rooms of the house. 

Target Lang: Where did you go? / I went to the dining room. / What did you eat? / I ate pizza. / What did you see? / I saw a spider. / What 
did you find? / I found a jacket. / What did you drink? / I drank milk. 

Materials: LG3 U8 L4 PPT –Slide 4 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Recall Sam’s trip – whole class  

Show LG3 U8 L4 PPT –Slide 4. 

Have Ss elicit questions and answers about 
Sam’s day trip.  

Sam went on a day trip yesterday. 

Ask and answer questions about where he went and 
what he did.  

(Point at the first box and to the next boxes respectively.) 

 

 

 

Where did he go?     He went to L.A. 

Who did he see?      He saw Uncle Ray. 

What did he find?     He found a frog. 

Where was it?        It was on the swimming pool. 

Where is it now?      It’s here. 

2. Model the activity – Elicit answers about 
Ginger and Sue’s trip to a house 

Write “What?“ and “Where?” on the board. 
Elicit answers from the Ss.  

 

This time, let’s ask and answer Where and What 
questions about Ginger and Sue’s trip to a house. 

(Point at “Where?“ and Ginger) 

Where did Ginger go? (Point at the bedroom.) 

(Point at “What?“ and Ginger.)  

What did Ginger see? (Point at the bed.) 

(Point at “What?“ and Ginger again.) 

What did Ginger find? (Point at the watch.) 

 

 

 

 

She went to the bedroom. 

 

She saw a bed. 

 

She found a watch. 
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3. Elicit Q&A about the the visit to the house – in 
two groups 

Divide the class into two groups.  

CLICK to show Sue’s house.  

Have group 1 ask Wh- questions and group 2 
answer. 

 

 

Switch roles. 

(Point at “Where?“ and Ginger) 

Ask me the question. Answer? 

(Point at “What?“, Ginger and the other things inside the 
house.) 

 

 

(Point at “Where?“, Sue and the bathroom.) 

Where did Sue go? 

Now, ask and answer.  

(Point at “What?“, Sue and the other things inside the 
house.) 

 

Where did she go?         She went to the kitchen.  

What did she eat?         She ate cake. 

What did she drink?       She drank soda pop. 

What did she see?         She saw a refrigerator. 

 

She went to the bathroom. 

What did she see?           She saw a bath tub.  

Where did she go?          She went to the bedroom. 

What did she see?          She saw a telephone. 

What did she find?          She found a watch. 

4. Draw a picture of Ss’ own dining room 

Have Ss draw a picture of their dining room and 
the food, drinks and other objects that they can 
find there. 

Now, work in pairs. 

Pretend you will visit each other’s house. 

Draw a picture of your dining room.  

 

5. Do Q&A about their visit to each other’s house 
– in pairs 

Instruct each pair to take turns in asking and 
answering What and Where questions about 
their visit to their classmate’s house.   

Take turns in asking What and Where questions about 
your visit to each other’s house.    

Where did you go?        I went to the dining room. 

What did you eat?        I ate pizza. 

What did you see?        I saw a spider. 

What did you find?       I found a jacket. 

What did you drink?      I drank milk. 

6. Present their conversations 

Invite 3 pairs to go in front and present their 
work.  

Present your work to the class.  Same as above.  
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LG3 U8 L4 – Activity 3: Last Man Standing (R: Naming Words Beginning with t and th)  5 min  

Objectives:  Ss will be able to orally name words beginning with t and th.  

 Target Lang: turtle, teacher, truck, tree, table, throw, think, thirsty, thongs, thread  

 Materials: None 

 Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Recall the Phonics words – in groups   

Divide the class into five groups.  

Ask Ss to think of as many words as possible that has initial 
letters t and th.  

Think of as many words as you can that 
begin with letter t and th.  

 

 

2. Name words beginning with letter t – in groups 

Have each group say a word that begins with the letter 
mentioned. 

Continue until one group runs out of words to say. 

Group 1, give me one word beginning with 
letter t. Group 2? 3? 4? 5?  

  

G1: turtle                 G4: tree 

G2: teacher               G5: table 

G3: truck 

3. Name words beginning with letters th – in groups 

Do the same procedure for letters th.  

Letters th 

 

G1: throw                 G4: thongs 

G2: think                  G5: thread 

G3: thirsty 

4. Name words beginning with t or th – in pairs Work in pairs. Name words beginning with t 
or th as many as you can. 

tall… 

5. Present words with t and th -- in pairs 

Call several pairs to share to the class the t and th words 
that they found.  

Present your work to the class.  tall… 
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LG3 U8 L4 – Activity 4: Talking about Trips (R&E: Recalling and Personalizing the Dialog)  6 min 
Objectives: Ss wil be able to recall and personalize the dialog about past day trip activities. 

Target Lang: I found a mouse. / Really, where was it? / It was under Aunt Mary’s table. / Where is it now? / It’s on the chair. 

Materials: LG3 U8 L4 PPT–Slide 5 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss  

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Recall Sam and Eddy’s conversation – whole class 

Show LG3 U8 L4 PPT–Slide 5. 

Have Ss recall Sam’s and Eddy’s conversation using the 
pictures. 

Point at “?” to elicit Eddy’s lines and at the small pictures to 
elicit Sam’s lines.  

Recall Eddy’s and Sam’s conversation 
using the pictures.  

(Point at the frog.) 

(Point at “?”) 

(Point at Uncle Ray.) 

(Point at “?”) 

(Point at Sam’s hand.) 

 

 

I found a frog. 

Really, where was it? 

It was in Uncle Ray’s swimming pool. 

Where is it now? 

It’s here. 

2. Demo Mimi and Tom’s conversation with the picture prompts 
– whole class 

CLICK to show the next set of pictures.   

Have Ss modify the dialog using the pictures.  

Point at “?” to elicit Mimi’s lines and at the small pictures to 
elicit Tom’s lines. 

Mimi and Tom are talking about Tom’s 
trip yesterday. 

Let’s role play as the cats. What did they 
say? 

(Point at the comic book and the sofa.) 

(Point at “?”) 

(Point at Uncle Jim.) 

(Point at “?”) 

(Point at the table.) 

 

 

 

 

I found a comic book. 

Really, where was it? 

It was on Uncle Jim’s sofa. 

Where is it now? 

It’s on the table.   
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3. Create a dialog between Sam’s grandparents– in two groups 

Divide the class into two groups.  

CLICK to show the next set of pictures.   

Point at “?” to elicit Sam’s grandmother’s lines and at the small 
pictures to elicit Sam’s grandfather’s lines. 

Group 1, say Sam’s grandfathers lines. 

Group 2, say Sam’s grandmother’s lines. 

(Point at the bed and the comb.) 

(Point at “?”) 

(Point at George.) 

(Point at “?”) 

(Point at the table.) 

 

 

G1: I found a comb.  

G2: Really, where was it? 

G1: It was on George’s bed. 

G2: Where is it now? 

G1: It’s under the table.    

4. Switch roles as Sam’s brother and sister – in two groups 

CLICK to show the next set of pictures.   

Point at “?” to elicit Sam’s brother’s lines and at the small 
pictures to elicit Sam’sister’s lines. 

Group 2, say Sam’s brother’s lines. 

Group 1, say Sam’s sister’s lines. 

(Point at the desk and the rabbit.) 

(Point at “?”) 

(Point at Uncle Stephen.) 

(Point at “?”) 

(Point at the chair.) 

 

 

G1: I found a rabbit.  

G2: Really, where was it? 

G1: It was under Uncle Stephen’s desk. 

G2: Where is it now? 

G1: It’s on the chair.     
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LG3 U8 L4 – Activity 5: Story Making (R&E: Making Sentences About Activities in the Past)  12 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to construct sentences about activities in the past using the verbs: saw, drank, ate, went and found.  

Target Lang: Sam’s brother went to the playground. / He ate pizza. / He drank soda pop. / He saw a rabbit. / Did David go to the amusement 
park. / Did he eat a sandwich? / Did he drink lemonade? / Yes, he did. / No, he didn’t.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L4 PPT—Slide 6 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Model asking questions and elicit stories from the 
pictures – whole class 

Show LG3 U8 L4 PPT—Slide 6. 

Have Ss describe the day trip activities of the cats using 
verbs in the past.  

Sam’s brother and Tom went on a day 
trip. 

What did Sam’s brother do? 

 

How about Tom? 

 

 

Sam’s brother went to the playground. He ate pizza. He drank soda 
pop. He saw a rabbit.  

Tom went to the amusement park. He found a bag. He ate a hot dog 
and French fries. He saw clowns.  

2. Do Q&A on new pictures – in pairs 

CLICK to show the next sets of pictures.  

Have Ss work in pairs. Ask them to make sentences about 
the day trip activities of the students in the pictures.  

 

Work in pairs.  

What did the students do on their free 
day? 

 

David went to the beach. He ate a sandwich. He drank lemonade. 
He saw birds. He found a ball. 

Tina went to the circus. She ate a hot dog. She drank soda pop. She 
saw an elephant. She found a yo-yo. 

Beth went to the amusement park. She ate a hamburger. She drank 
soda pop. She saw a dog. She found a doll. 

Zack went to the zoo. He ate cookies. He drank juice. He saw 
monkeys. He found a robot.  

Vicky went to the park. She ate an orange. She drank milk. She saw 
her teacher. She found a kite.  
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3. Present their conversations 

Call several pairs to share their sentences to the class 
using the pictures.   

Present your work to the class.  Same as above.  

4. Demo guessing game with the same pictures 

Have Ss identify the students in the picture being 
described.  

Name the student. 

She went to the circus. She drank 
soda pop.  

He ate cookies and drank juice.  

She saw a dog and found a doll.  

He went to the beach. He drank 
lemonade.  

She drank milk and saw her teacher.  

 

She’s Tina.  

 

He’s Zack. 

She’s Beth. 

He’s David.  

She’s Vicky.  

5. Do guessing games – in pairs  

Have Ss work in pairs.  

Instruct them to take turns in guessing the names of 
students being described.  

Work in pairs. 

Guess the student that your partner 
described. 

  

S1: She went to the park. She ate an orange.    S2: She’s Vicky. 

S2: She saw monkeys and found a robot.       S1: He’s Zack.  

S1: She drank soda pop.                    S2: She’s Beth. 
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LG3 U8 L4 – Activity 6: Around the Town (R&E: Asking and Answering Y/N Questions About Past Activities)  10 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer Y/N (Did) questions about day trips in the past.  

Target Lang: She’s Luna. / He’s Carter. / Did you go to the swimming pool? / Did you eat donuts? / Did you see birds? / 
Did you find a bat? / Did you drink tea? / Yes, I did. / No, I didn’t.                   

Materials: LG3 U8 L3 PPT—Slides 7&8  

Interaction: T-Ss; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit names of people in the picture. 

Show LG3 U8 L4 PPT—Slide 7. 

Ask questions about the picture.  

Who’s she? 

Who’s he? 

Who’s he? 

She’s Luna. 

He’s Carter. 

He’s Dylan. 

2. Demo asking Y/N questions about the 
past  

Write “Y/N” and “.” on the board. 

Instruct Ss to ask and answer Y/N 
questions about past activities.  

 

 

 

Luna, Carter and Dylan didn’t come to school yesterday. 

What did they do? 

(Point at “Y/N”, Luna and the circus.) Did she go to the circus? 

(Point at “.”.)  

Now, ask and answer.  

(Point at “Y/N”, Luna and the rabbit.)   (Point at “.”.)  

(Point at the other pictures.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No, she didn’t. 

Did she see a rabbit?            No, she didn’t.  

Did she drink lemonade?         Yes, she did. 

Did he eat salad?               Yes, he did. 

Did he drink juice?              No, he didn’t. 

Did he find a bat?              Yes, he did. 

Did he drink soda pop?          Yes, he did. 

Did he eat cotton candy?        Yes, he did. 
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3. Copy the table 

Show LG3 U8 L4 PPT—Slide 8. 

Have each S take out a notebook and a 
pen. Instruct Ss to copy the table on the 
slide.  

Copy this on your notebook. 

 

 

 

4. Draw a picture about their yesterday  

Have Ss pretend that they did not go to 
school the previous day. Ask them to 
draw a picture of where they went and 
what they did. Give them two minutes for 
this activity.  

Let’s pretend all of you did not go to school yesterday. 

In two minutes, draw a picture of your activities on your 
notebook.   

 

5. Do Q&As about yesterday -- in groups  

Divide the class into small groups of four. 

Have Ss take turns in asking and 
answering each other Y/N questions 
about their activities yesterday.   

Ask your classmates Y/N questions about where they went and 
what they did.  

Did you go to the swimming pool?        Yes, I did. 

Did you eat donuts?                   No, I didn’t. 

Did you see birds?                     No, I didn’t. 

Did you find a bat?                    Yes, I did. 

Did you drink tea?                    No, I didn’t.  

6. Ask several Ss’ yesterday – whole class 

Invite 5 Ss to go in front. 

Ask the class to guess their past day trip 
activities by asking Y/N questions.  

 

Xx, please come here. 

Guess his/her past activities.  

 

Same as above.  
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LG3 U8 L4 – Wrap Up: Tap and Say  3 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to name places, food, personal objects and drinks.   

Target Lang: amusement park, museum, zoo, pizza, cake, bread, soda pop, juice, water, bat, pencil, watch 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Say words -- in groups 

Divide the class into four groups. 

Instruct Ss to say the words according to the category given to 
them. Have Ss tap their classmate as they say a word.  

Give each group a minute to answer.  

I will give you a minute.  

Group 1, name some places.  

 

Group 2, name some food. 

 

Group 3, name some drinks. 

 

Group 4, name some personal objects. 

 

Tap your classmate as you say a word.   

 

amusement park, museum, supermarket, 
playground, hospital, zoo 

pizza, cake, spaghetti, rice, bread, 
popcorn, cotton candy 

 

soda pop, juice, water, coffee, milk 

 

bat, pencil, kite, jacket, watch, doll, comic 
book 
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LG3 U8 L5 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG Courseware; Projector; LG3 U8 L5 PPT 

 
LG3 U8 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to identify and describe day trips in the past using the verbs.  

2. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce, and read words with the letters t and th. 

3. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about activities in the past using the verbs: saw, drank, ate, went and found. 

 

LG3 U8 Lesson 5 Objectives:   

1. Ss will be able to identify words and read sentences with “t” and “th” sounds.  

2. Ss will be able to name and spell words related to day trips.  

3. Ss wil be able to make sentences about specific time of activities in the past. 

4. Ss will be able to read and modify a conversation about past day trip activities.  
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LG3 U8 L5 Activity Overview: 

Time 4’ 10’ 12’ 5’ 3’ 5’ 8’ 3’ 

Act. # 
Type Warm Up R&E-Activity 1 PR-Activity 2 R&E-Activity 3  ML-Activity 4 R-Activity 5 R&E-Activity 6 Wrap Up 

Name & 
Desc. of 
Activity 

At the 
Zoo! 

Complete the 
Song 

* Making New 
Lyrics 

What Time...? 

* Making Sentences 
about Specific Time 
of Activities in the 

Past 

Finding t and th 
Words 

* Reading and 
Identifying Words 
with Initial Sounds 

“t” and “th” 

Where Is It? 
*Stating the Location of 
Places in A Community 

What’s the Word? 

* Recalling Vocabulary and 
Spelling Words 

Story Map 

* Reading and 
Personalizing the 

Dialog 

Sentence Chain 

Target 
Language 

I see three 
elephants.  

How many 
snakes did 
you see?  

I saw six 
snakes.  

How many 
lions did 
you see?  

I saw two 
lions. 

Where did you 
go? 

I went to L.A. 

Who did you 
see? 

I saw Uncle 
Ray. 

What did he 
do? 

What did he 
say? 

He said, 
“Hello.” 

“It’s a nice 
day.” 

He went to the 
circus.  

He found a yo-yo.  

What time did he 
drink soda pop?  

He drank soda pop 
at 2:45. 

What time did he 
eat French fries?  

He ate French fries 
at 3:00.  

What time did he 
see the elephants? 

He saw the 
elephants at 1:15.  

She has thirty 
thimbles in her box.  

My teacher’s name 
is Tina.  

My tall friend is 
thirteen years old.  

The three students 
were thirsty.  

There are throwing 
three balls. 

It’s a swimming pool.  

Where’s the swimming 
pool?  

It’s across from the 
amusement park. 

monkeys, M-O-N-K-E-Y-S  

circus, C-I-R-C-U-S  

museum, M-U-S-E-U-M  

bears, B-E-A-R-S  

playground, 
P-L-A-Y-G-R-O-U-N-D  

zoo, Z-O-O  

soda pop, S-O-D-A P-O-P  

French fries, F-R-E-N-C-H- 
F-R-I-E-S  

cotton candy, C-O-T-T-O-N 
C-A-N-D-Y 

beach, B-E-A-C-H 

I found a mouse.  

Really, where 
was it?  

It was under 
Aunt Mary’s 
table.  

Where is it now?  

It’s on the chair. 

I went to the 
beach yesterday.  

She went to the 
museum.  

He went to the 
park. 
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LG3 U8 L5 –Warm Up: At the Zoo!  4 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer questions in simple present tense and past tense about the number of animals.  

Target Lang: I see three elephants. / How many snakes did you see? / I saw six snakes. / How many lions did you see? / I saw two lions.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L5 PPT–Slide 2 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss  

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Ask Ss the number of animals in the picture 

Show LG3 U8 L5 PPT—Slide 2.  

Have Ss count the animals that they see.  

 

 

 

 

(Point at the elephants.) 

How many elephants do you see? 

(Point at the other animals one by one.) 

How many? 

 

I see three elephants. 

 

I see five snakes. 

I see two lions. 

I see one frog.  

I see two rabbits. 

I see two crocodiles.  

2. Ask and answer about the number of animals Ss 
saw earlier – in two groups 

CLICK to show the animals. 

Divide the class into two groups. Have Group 1 ask 
and Group 2 answer about the number of 
animals(in the first row) they saw earlier. 

 

(Point at the elephant.) 

How many elephants did you see? 

Now, group 1, ask questions. 

Group 2, answer. 

(Point at the first row of animals one by one.) 

 

I saw three elephants.  

 

 

How many snakes did you see?    I saw five snakes. 

How many lions did you see?      I saw two lions. 

How many rabbits did you see?    I saw two rabbits. 
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3. Switch roles to ask about the rest of the animals 
on the screen 

This time, group 2, ask questions. 

Group 1, answer.  

(Point at the rest of the animals one by one.)  

 

How many birds did you see? 

I saw seven birds. 

How many bears did you see? 

I saw one bear. 

How many monkeys did you see? 

I saw three monkeys. 

How many frogs did you see? 

I saw one frog. 

How many crocodiles did you see? 

I saw two crocodiles. 
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LG3 U8 L5 – Activity 1: Complete the Song (R&E: Making New Lyrics)  10 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to read the lyrics of the song “Where Did You Go?” and make their own versions of lyrics. 

Target Lang: Where did you go? I went to LA. / Who did you see? / I saw Uncle Ray. / What did he do? / What did he say? / He said, “Hello.” / “It’s a 
nice day.” 

Materials: LG3 U8 Courseware–Song; LG3 U8 L5 PPT—Slide 3 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output  
1. Sing the song Where Did You Go – in two groups 

Play Courseware LG3 U8—Song. 

Divide the class into 2 groups to role play the singing of Sam and Eddy. 

Let’s sing the song. 

Group 1, sing Sam’s lines. 

Group 2, sing Eddy’s lines. 

G1: Where did you go? 

G2: I went to LA. 

G1: Who did you see? 

G2: I saw Uncle Ray. 

G1: What did he do? 

What did he say? 

G2: He said, “Hello.” 

“It’s a nice day.” 

2. Elicit questions and answers about Sam’s activities in the past using 
Silent Elicitation. – in two groups 

Have Group 1 ask questions and Group 2 answer. 

Write question words “ Who/Where/What” on the board. 

 

 

 

Ask and answer. (Point at the question words 
one at a time.) 

G1: Who’s he?  

G2: He’s Sam. 

G1: Where did he go? 

G2: He went to LA. 

G1: Who did he see? 

G2: He saw Uncle Ray.  

G1: What did Uncle Ray say? 

G2: He said “Hello.” “It’s a nice day.” 

For ideas on HOW to Elicit, see Page 

x, Silent Elicitation in Activity Bank. 
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3. Model the activity – Make new lyrics according to the pictures 

Show LG3 U8 L5 PPT—Slide 3.  

Make a new version of the lyrics of the song with the whole class using 
the first set of pictures.   

Let’s replace the lyrics of the song together using 
the first set of pictures.  

(Point at Theo.) 

(Point at the park.) 

(Point at Uncle Mark.) 

 

 

(Point at Theo.) 

 

 

 

Where did he go?  

He went to the park. 

Who did he see?  

He saw Uncle Mark. 

What did he do? 

What did he say? 

He said, “Hello.”  

“It’s a nice day. 

4. Complete the lyrics according to the pictures – in pairs 

CLICK to show the incomplete lyrics and a set of pictures.  

Pair up Ss.  

Have each pair take out a pen and a notebook.  

Instruct them to make a new version of the song using the pictures by 
completing and writing the lyrics on their notebook. 

Work in pairs. 

Get a pen and a notebook. 

Make your own version of the song using the 
pictures. 

Write the lyrics on your notebook.  

 

Where did she go? She went to the zoo. 
Who did she see? She saw Teacher Lou. 
What did she do? What did she say? She 
said, “Hello.” “It’s a nice day.” 

 

5. Check the writing – in pairs 

Have Ss check each other’s work. 

CLICK to show the answers. 

Check your partner’s writing. 

Here are the answers. 

Same as above. 

6. Sing the new version of the song 

Have Ss sing the song together.  

Sing the song together. Same as above.  
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7. Create a new song – in groups 

Have Ss create their own song.  

Call on different groups to sing their song. 

In groups, make a new song. 

Group 1, sing your song for us. 

… 
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LG3 U8 L5 –Activity 2: What Time...? (PR: Asking and Answering Questions about Activities at a Specific Time in the Past)  12 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer questions about activities at a specific time in the past. 

Target Lang: He went to the circus. / He found a yo-yo. / What time did he drink soda pop? / He drank soda pop at 2:45. / What time did he eat 
French fries? / He ate French fries at 3:00. / What time did he see the elephants? / He saw the elephants at 1:15.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L5 PPT –Slide 4 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Describe the boy’s past activities 

Show LG3 U8 L5 PPT–Slide 4.  

CLICK to show the boy’s activities one at a 
time.  

Have Ss make sentences about the pictures. 

Where did he go? (Point at the circus.)  

(Point at the elephants.) 

(Point at the yo-yo.) 

(Point at the soda pop.) 

(Point at the French fries.) 

(Point at the restaurant.) 

(Point at the fish.) 

(Point at the milk.) 

(Point at the house.) 

He went to the circus. 

He saw elephants. 

He found a yo-yo. 

He drank soda pop. 

He ate French fries. 

He went to the restaurant. 

He ate fish. 

He drank milk. 

He went to his house. 

2. Ask and answer about the time on the 
screen 

Have Ss tell the time.  

(Point at the clocks one at a time.) 

What time is it? 

 

It’s 1:00.            It’s 1:15. 

It’s 2:30.            It’s 2:45. 

It’s 3:00.            It’s 4:30. 

It’s 5:45.            It’s 6:00. 

It’s 8:00. 
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3. Model the activity – Elicit Q&A about the 
time of past activities 

Write a “?” and a “.” on the board. Ask and 
answer questions about the boy’s past 
activities at a specific time. 

What time did he go to the circus? (Point at the 
“?” and the circus.) 

Answer? (Point at the “.” and the first clock.) 

Ask a question. (Point at the “?” and the 
elephants.) 

(Point at the “.” and the second clock.) 

(Point at the “?” and the yo-yo.) 

(Point at the “.” and the third clock.) 

 

 

He went to the circus at 1:00. 

What time did he see the elephants? 

He saw the elephants at 1:15. 

What time did he find a yo-yo? 

He found a yo-yo at 2:30. 

4. Do Q&A about the time of past activities – 
in two groups 

Have Ss work in two groups, ask and answer 
4 questions about the time each activity 
happened. 

Now, Group 1, ask questions. 

Group 2, answer.  

(Point at the pictures and the clock one by one.) 

G1: What time did he drink soda pop? 

G2: He drank soda pop at 2:45. 

G1: What time did he eat French fries? 

G2: He ate French fries at 3:00. 

G1: What time did he go to the restaurant? 

G2: He went to the restaurant at 4:30. 

5. Switch roles 

Have Group 2 ask the questions and Group 
1 answer. 

This time, Group 2, ask questions. 

Group 1, answer.  

(Point at the pictures and the clock one by one.) 

 

G2: What time did he eat fish? 

G1: He ate fish at 5:45. 

G2: What time did he drink milk? 

G1: He drank milk at 6:00. 

G2: What time did he go to his house? 

G1: He went to his house at 8:00. 
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6. Draw a picture about day trip activities – in 
pairs  

Pair up Ss. 

Have each pair get their pens and a 
notebook.  

Instruct Ss to draw a picture of their past 
day trip activities together. 

Work in pairs! 

Draw a picture of your past day trip activities 
together. 

 

7. Ask and answer with another pair   

Have two pairs ask and answer questions 
about the time of their day trip activities 

Work with another pair. 

Take turns asking and answering Wh-questions 
about the time of your day trip activities.  

What time did you go to the beach? 

  We went to the beach at 4:00. 

What time did you see a kite? 

We saw a kite at 5:00. 

What time did you eat fish? 

We ate fish at 6:30. 

What time did you drink juice? 

We drank juice at 7:10. 

8. Present their conversaitons to the class 

Invite four pairs in front to orally present 
their work to the class.  

Present your work in front.  Same as above.  
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LG3 U8 L5 – Activity 3: Finding t and th Words (R&E: Identifying and Reading Words with Initial Sounds “t” and “th”)  5 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to orally identify and read words with initial “t” and “th” sounds in sentences.   

Target Lang: She has thirty thimbles in her box. / My teacher’s name is Tina. / My tall friend is thirteen years old. / The three students were thirsty. / 
There are throwing three balls. 

Materials: LG3 U8 L5 PPT –Slide 5  

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Listen and act for t words and th words 

As you read the sentences, have Ss stand up when 
they hear a word with the initial “t” sound, and clap 
when they hear the word with initial “th” sound.  

As I read the sentences, stand up if you hear an initial 
“t” sound and clap if you hear an initial “th” sound.  

She has thirty thimbles in her box. 

My teacher’s name is Tina. 

My tall friend is thirteen years old. 

The three students were thirsty. 

There are throwing three balls.  

 

 

(Clap for “thirty” and “thimbles”.) 

(Stand up for “teacher” and “Tina”.) 

(Stand up for “tall” and clap for “thirteen”.) 

(Clap for “three” and “thirsty”)  

(Clap for “throwing” and “three”.) 

2. Recall the “t” words 

Call individual Ss to name words with initial “t” 
sound from the sentences read.  

What words have initial “t” sound? teacher, tall, Tina 

3. Recall the “th” words 

Call individual Ss to name words with initial “th” 
sound from the sentences read. 

What words have initial “th” sound? thirty, thimbles, thirteen, three, thirsty, throwing 
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4. Read the sentences 

Show LG3 U8 L5 PPT—Slide 5. 

Have Ss read the sentences. 

Read the sentences.  She has thirty thimbles in her box. 

My teacher’s name is Tina. 

My tall friend is thirteen years old. 

The three students were thirsty. 

There are throwing three balls. 
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LG3 U8 L5 – Activity 4: What’s the Word? (R: Recalling Vocabulary and Spelling Words)  5 min 
Objectives: Ss will be able to spell the words related to day trip activities and make sentences with the words.  

Target Lang: monkeys, M-O-N-K-E-Y-S / circus, C-I-R-C-U-S / museum, M-U-S-E-U-M / bears, B-E-A-R-S / playground, P-L-A-Y-G-R-O-U-N-D / zoo, 
Z-O-O / soda pop, S-O-D-A P-O-P / French fries, F-R-E-N-C-H- F-R-I-E-S / cotton candy, C-O-T-T-O-N C-A-N-D-Y / beach, B-E-A-C-H 

Materials: LG3 U8 L5 PPT – Slide 6  

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Model the activity – Ask about the first word and it’s spelling 

Show LG3 U8 L5 PPT–Slide 6.  

CLICK to reveal the picture and the word with blank boxes. Ask Ss to tell the full word.  

 

What’s the word?  

 

monkeys           M-O-N-K-E-Y-S 

1. Write the spelling of the next words 

CLICK to show the next pictures one by one. 

Have Ss write down the correct spelling of each word.  

Take out your pen and 
notebook. 

Write your answers.  

circus             C-I-R-C-U-S 

museum           M-U-S-E-U-M 

bears             B-E-A-R-S 

playground        P-L-A-Y-G-R-O-U-N-D 

zoo               Z-O-O 

soda pop          S-O-D-A P-O-P 

French fries        F-R-E-N-C-H F-R-I-E-S 

cotton candy       C-O-T-T-O-N C-A-N-D-Y 

beach             B-E-A-C-H 

2. Check answers – in pairs  

Have Ss work in pairs and check each other’s spellings. 

Check your partner’s 
spellings.  

Same as above.  

3. Orally check the answers and make sentences with the words 

CLICK to show the correct answer, and have the S make a sentence with it. 

S1, what’s the spelling of 
this word? 

Make a sentence with it. 

circus             C-I-R-C-U-S 

I went to the circus yesterday. 
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LG3 U8 L5 – Activity 5: Where Is It? (ML: Stating the Location of Places in A Community)  3 min 
Objectives: Ss wil be able to describe the location of places in the community.  

Target Lang: It’s a swimming pool. / Where’s the swimming pool? / It’s across from the amusement park.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L5 PPT –Slide 7 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Recall the names of places in a community 

Show LG3 U8 L5 PPT–Slide 7.  

Elicit the names of places in the community. 

 

What’s this place? It’s a swimming pool.        It’s a museum.  

It’s a zoo.                  It’s a bus stop. 

It’s an amusement park.      It’s a playground. 

It’s a post office.            It’s a hospital. 

It’s a supermarket.          It’s a restaurant. 

It’s a department store.      It’s a beach.  

2. Model the Q&A about the location of the places 
Have Ss describe the location of the places in the 
community. 

(Point at “Where...?”, the museum and then at the 
zoo.)  

Question? 

The answer? 

 

(Point at “Where...?”, the swimming pool and then at 
the amusement park.)  

Question? 

The answer? 

 

 

Where is the museum? 

It’s next to the zoo.  

 

 

Where’s the swimming pool? 

It’s across from the amusement park. 
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3. Do Q&A about the location of the places– in two 
groups 

Divide the class into 2 groups.  

Instruct group 1 to ask questions and group 2 to 
answer.  

 

Group 1, ask questions. 

Group 2, answer.  

(Point at the places one at a time.) 

 

 

 

 

 

G1: Where’s the museum? 

G2: It’s across from the playground. 

G1: Where’s the amusement park? 

G2: It’s across from the supermarket.  

G1: Where’s the playground? 

G2: It’s next to the post office. 

G1: Where’s the supermarket? 

G2: It’s next to the department store.   

G1: Where’s the zoo? 

G2: It’s next to the museum. 

4. Switch roles 

This time, group 2 ask questions and group 1 
answers.  

This time, Group 2, ask questions.  

Group 1, answer.  

(Point at the other places in the community.)   

 

 

G2: Where’s the bus stop? 

G1: It’s across from the zoo. 

G2: Where’s the post office? 

G1: It’s next to the playground. 

G2: Where’s the hospital? 

G1: It’s across from the beach. 

G2: Where’s the department store? 

G1: It’s next to the restaurant. 

G2: Where’s the beach? 

G1: It’s across from the hospital.  
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LG3 U8 L5 – Activity 6: Story Map (R&E: Reading and Personalizing the Dialog)  8 min 
Objectives: Ss wil be able to read and personalize the dialog about past day trip activities. 

Target Lang: I found a mouse. / Really, where was it? / It was under Aunt Mary’s table. / Where is it now? / It’s on the chair. 

Materials: LG3 U8 L5 PPT–Slide 8  

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Recall the Conversation Lesson in LG3 Unit 8 – whole class 

Show LG3 U8 L5 PPT–Slide 8. 

Have Ss recall the cats’ conversation using the first set of 
pictures.  

 

Recall the cat’s conversation using 
pictures number one.  

 

 

I found a frog. 

Really, where was it? 

It was in Uncle Ray’s swimming pool. 

Where is it now? 

It’s here. 

Let’s find it. 

Come on. Let’s go.  

2. Model a new dialog using picture No. 2  

Have the whole class personalize the dialog using the second 
set of pictures.  

 

Let’s make a dialog using pictures 
number two.  

 

I found a mouse. / Really, where was it? / It was under 
Aunt Mary’s table. / Where is it now? / It’s on the chair. 

 

3. Work out a new dialog using picture No. 3 – in pairs 

Have Ss work in pairs to make a new dialog using the third set 
of pictures.  

 

Work in pairs.  

Make a dialog using pictures number 
three.  

I found a spider. / Really, where was it? / It was on 
Uncle John’s bed. / Where is it now? / It’s by the TV.  
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4. Present their dialogues to the class  

Call the groups one by one to present their work in the front.  

Present your work to the class.  Same as above.  

5. Ask comprehension questions – whole class 

Have the whole class answer comprehension questions about 
the dialogs.   

He found a spider on Uncle John’s bed. 
Who’s he? 

He found a frog.  

She saw a mouse. 

He’s Eddy.  

He’s Sam.  

She’s Mimi.  
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LG3 U8 L5 – Wrap Up: Sentence Chain  3 min 
Objectives: Ss wil be able to describe their day trip activities in the past in a chain using went. 

Target Lang: I went to the beach yesterday. / She went to the museum. / He went to the park.  

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Describe the class’es past day trip activities in a chain  

Have Ss describe their day trip activities in the past in a chain 
using went.  

 

 

Make sentences one by one. Use “I went…”.  

 

S1: I went to the museum yesterday.  

S2: I went to the park yesterday. She went to the 
museum.  

S3: I went to the beach yesterday. She went to the 
museum. He went to the park.  

… 
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LG3 U8 L6 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG Courseware; Projector; LG3 U8 L6 PPT 

 
LG3 U8 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to identify and describe day trips in the past using the verbs.  

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about activities in the past using the verbs: saw, drank, ate, went and found. 

3. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce, and read words with the letters t and th. 

 

LG3 U8 Lesson 6 Objectives: 

1. Ss will be able to tell activities in the past in different rooms of the school.  

2. Ss will be able to distinguish true from false statements about activities in the past.  

3. Ss wil be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about activities in the past.  

4. Ss will be able to describe their day trip activities in the past.  
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LG3 U8 L6 Activity Overview: 

Time 4’ 5’ 11’ 7’ 10’ 10’ 3’ 

Act. # Type Pre-class  

Mini Lesson 

Warm Up PR-Activity 1 R&E-Activity 2 R&E-Activity 3 R&E-Activity 4 Wrap Up 

Name &  

Desc. of Activity 

Word Hunt Song: “Where 
Was Eddy?” 

What Did...? 

* Naming Past 
Activities at School 

Two Truths and A 
Lie 

*Identifying True or 
False Statements 

About Activities in 
the Past 

Venn Diagram 

* Asking and Answering 
Y/N Questions About 
Activities in the Past 

My Day Trip 

* Describing Day 
Trip Activities in the 

Past 

Sentence Race 

Target  

Language 

monkeys  

circus  

museum  

bears  

beach  

playground  

zoo  

soda pop  

French fries  

cotton candy  

amusement park  

park 

Where was 
Eddy?  

At the 
playground.  

He was at the 
playground 
yesterday. 

She saw a sink.  

They went to the 
library.  

He found a brush.  

She ate a 
sandwich.  

She drank juice.  

Yolanda saw 
monkeys.  

Eric ate a hot dog.  

Scott drank 
lemonade.  

Bella found a coin. 

Did she see balloons?  

Did he go to the 
amusement park?  

Did she drink juice?  

Did he eat ice cream?  

Did he find a coin?  

Yes, he did.  

No, she didn’t.   

What did you eat?  

I ate spaghetti and 
an apple.  

What did you 
drink?  

I drank milk.  

Where did you go? 

I went to the 
playground.  

What did you see?  

I saw a dog.  

What did you find? 

I found a doll.   

I saw a snake. 

I found a doll.  

I went to the circus.  

I drank coffee.  

I ate fish. 
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LG3 U8 L6 – Pre-class Mini Lesson: Word Hunt  4 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to find out the vocabulary about day trip activities in the word puzzle and orally read them. 

Target Lang: monkeys, circus, museum, bears, beach, playground, zoo, soda pop, French fries, cotton candy, amusement park, park 

Materials: LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 2 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Find out vocabulary about day trips – in groups 

Show LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 2. 

Divide the class into small groups. 

Give Ss 2 minutes to list all the vocabulary that they can 
find in the box. 

 

Work with your group members. Find the words you 
know. Write them down.  

For example, museum. 

(Point at the word “museum”). 

 

2. Check the answers  
Have each group exchange paper with another group for 
checking. 

Exchange your paper with another group.  

3. Read the words aloud  

Have each group read aloud all the words that they found. 

The group with the most number of vocabulary listed gets 
points. 

 

Read your words. 

 

monkeys                     circus  

museum                     bears 

beach                       playground  

zoo                        soda pop  

French fries                  cotton candy 

amusement park              park 
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LG3 U8 L6 – Warm up: Song: “Where Was Eddy?”  5 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to modify the lyrics of the song “Where’s Eddy?” and sing the new song.  

Target Lang: Where was Eddy? / At the playground. / He was at the playground yesterday.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 3 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Sing the song 

Play LG3 U1 Courseware. 

Have Ss sing along.  

Let’s sing.  Where’s Eddy? In the lunchroom. He’s in the lunchroom. 
There, in the lunchroom. He’s in the lunchroom. Eddy’s 
in the lunchroom. He’s in the lunchroom yesterday.  

2. Ask questions about Eddy 

Show LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 3.  

Have Ss answer questions about the picture.  

Look at the picture. 

Who’s he? 

What’s this? 

Where was Eddy yesterday? 

 

He’s Eddy. 

It’s a playground. 

He was at the playground.  

3. Model the activity – make new lyrics – whole class 

Have Ss make new lyrics of the song together.  

Change the lyrics using the pictures and sing the song.  Where was Eddy? At the playground. He was at the 
playground. There, at the playground. He was at the 
playground. Eddy was at the playground. He was at the 
playground yesterday.  

4. Make new lyrics -- in pairs 

CLICK to show the pictures.  

Pair up Ss. Instruct them to make new lyrics of the 
song using the next sets of pictures.  

Work in pairs. 

Make new lyrics using the pictures. Then, practice 
singing the songs.  
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5. Sing the songs with the new lyrics – whole class  

Have the whole class sing the songs together.  

Let’s sing the song together. Number one. 

 

 

Number two? 

 

 

Number three? 

 

Number four? 

Where was Joseph? At the circus. He was at the circus. 
There, at the circus. He was at the circus. Joseph was at 
the circus. He was at the circus yesterday.  

Where was Frances? At the swimming pool. She was at 
the swimming pool. There, at the swimming pool. She 
was at the swimming pool. Frances was at the 
swimming pool. He was at the swimming pool 
yesterday. 

Where was Tristan? At the zoo. He was at the zoo. 
There, at the zoo. He was at the zoo. Tristan was at the 
zoo. He was at the zoo yesterday.  

Where was Camilla? At the beach. She was at the 
beach. There, at the beach. She was at the beach. 
Camilla was at the beach. She was at the beach 
yesterday.  
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LG3 U8 L6 – Activity 1: “What Did...?” (PR: Describing Past Activities at School)  11 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to describe the past activities at school. 

Target Lang: She saw a sink. / They went to the library. / He found a brush. / She ate a sandwich. / She drank juice.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 4 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Name the rooms and people in the school 

Show LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 4. 

Have Ss name the people and the places in the 
school. 

 

What’s this? (Point at the girls’ room.) 

Name the rooms in the school. 

(Point at the other rooms in the school.) 

 

Whos’ she? (Point at Therese.) 

Name them.   

(Point at the students one by one.) 

It’s the girls’ room. 

 

It’s the music room. It’s the library. It’s the office. It’s 
the lunchroom. It’s the gym. 

She’s Therese.  

 

He’s Clark. He’s Martin. She’s Jasmin. He’s Lance. 
She’s Teacher Becky. She’s Trisha. He’s Justin.  

2. Model the activity – elicit Q&A about past activities 
at school 

Draw a “?” and a “.” on the board. 

Point to “?” for the question and “.” for the answer.  

Have Ss ask and answer Wh- questions about the 
past activities at the girls’ room and the music room.  

 

(Point at “?”, Therese, and the watch.) 

What did she find? (Point at “.”, the girl, and the watch.) 

(Point at “?”, Therese and the sink.) 

(Point at “?”, Therese and the girl’s room.) 

 

(Point at “?”, Lance, and the music room.) 

(Point at “?”, Lance, and the piano.) 

(Point at “?”, Lance, and the brush.) 

 

She found a watch. 

What did she see?  She saw a sink. 

Where did she go?  She went to the girls’ room. 

 

Where did he go?  He went to the music room. 

What did he see?  He saw a piano. 

What did he find?  He found a brush. 
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3. Ask and answer -- in groups.  

Have group 1 ask questions about the past activities 
at the library and the office and group 2 answer.  

 

 

 

 

 

Have the groups switch roles. 

Have group 2 ask questions about the past activities 
at the lunchroom and the gym and group 2 answer.  

 

Group 1, ask questions about these two pictures.(Point at 
the library and the office.)  

Group 2, answer. 

(Point at “?”, Clark and Martin and the library.) 

(Point at “?”, Clark and Martin and the coin.) 

(Point at “?”, Clark and Martin and the books.) 

 

(Point at “?”, Teacher Becky and the office.) 

(Point at “?”, Teacher Becky and the glass of juice.) 

(Point at “?”, Teacher Becky and the pen.) 

 

Group 2, ask questions about these two pictures. (Point 
at the lunchroom and the gym.) 

Group 1, answer. 

(Point at “?”, Jasmin and the lunchroom.) 

(Point at “?”, Jasmin and the glass of milk.) 

(Point at “?”, Jasmin and the sandwich.) 

 

(Point at “?”, Trisha and Justin and the gym.) 

(Point at “?”, Trisha and Justin and the balls.) 

(Point at “?”, Trisha and Justin and the yo-yo.) 

 

 

 

Where did they go?  They went to the library. 

What did they find?  They found a coin. 

What did they see?  They saw books. 

 

Where did she go?  She went to the office. 

What did she drink?  She drank juice. 

What did she find?  She found a pen.  

 

 

 

Where did she go?      She went to the lunchroom. 

What did she drink?     She drank milk. 

What did she eat?      She ate a sandwich.  

 

Where did they go?     They went to the gym. 

What did they see?      They saw balls.  

What did they find?      They found a yo-yo.  
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4. Make sentences -- in pairs. 

CLICK to show the picture.  

Pair up Ss. Have Ss make as many sentences as they 
can about the past activities of the students in the 
picture.  

 

What happened? Work in pairs and make sentences.  Amber went to the classroom. She found a calculator. 
She saw a crayon and some books. 

Keifer went to the boy’s room. He saw a comb. He 
found a key.  

Tyler went to the lunchroom. He ate a hamburger. He 
drank soda pop.  

Alfred and Alison went to the gym. They saw a jump 
rope. They found a book. 

5. Present the sentences to the class 
Call several pairs to present their sentences in front.  

Share your sentences.  Same as above.  
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LG3 U8 L6 – Activity 2: Two Truths and A Lie (R&E: Identifying True or False Statements about Activities in the Past)  7 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to tell the true or false statements about activities in the past.  

Target Lang: Yolanda saw monkeys. / Eric ate a hot dog. / Scott drank lemonade. / Bella found a coin.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 5  

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit Q & As about people in the picture  

Show LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 5. 

Write “Who” on the board.  

Have Ss ask and answer about the people in the 
picture.  

(Point at “Who” and Michelle.) Who’s she? 

(Point at Michelle.)  

Now, ask and answer.  

(Point at “Who” and Cathy.)  

 

(Point at the other people in the picture one by one.)  

 

She’s Michelle.  

 

Who’s she? 

She’s Cathy. 

Who is he/she? 

He’s Frank. He’s Eric. He’s Scott. He’s Matthew. She’s 
Bella. He’s Seth. He’s Rob. He’s Jacob.   

2. Elicit Q & As about things and animals in the 
picture 

Write “What” on the board.  

Have Ss ask and answer about the things and 
animals in the picture. 

(Point at “What” and the bears.) What can you see? 

(Point at the bears.)  

Now, ask and answer.  

(Point at “What” and the monkeys.)  

(Point at the monkeys.)  

(Point at the other animals and things in the picture one 
by one.) 

 

 

I can see some bears.  

  

What can you see? 

They’re monkeys. 

It’s lemonade. It’s an elephant. It’s a coin. It’s a cup of  
juice. They are cotton candies. It’s a hot dog.  
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3. Identify the false statements  

Read(say) the four groups of sentences, each group 
a time and have Ss identify the false statements 
based on the picture. 

 

 

Which one is not correct? 

Yolanda saw monkeys. Eric ate a hot dog. Scott drank 
juice.  

Matthew saw a lion. Seth drank juice. Rob and Jacob ate 
cotton candy.  

Bella found a coin. The family saw birds. Scott drank 
lemonade.    

Eric ate a hamburger. Matthew saw an elephant. Seth 
drank juice.  

 

Scott drank juice.  

 

Matthew saw a lion.  

 

The family saw birds. 

Eric ate a hamburger.  

4. Identify true and false sentences -- in pairs 

Pair up Ss. Have Ss make two true statements and 
one false statement using the picture.  

 

Work in pairs. 

Make two correct and one wrong sentence about the 
picture.  

 

S1: Bella found a kite. Matthew saw an elephant. Rob 
and Jacob ate cotton candy. Which is false? 

S2: Bella found a kite. 

S2: The family saw bears. Scott drank lemonade. Eric ate 
cookies. Which is false?  

S1: Eric ate cookies.  

S1: Seth drank juice. Yolanda saw a dog. The family saw 
bears. Which is false? 

S2: Yolanda saw a dog.  
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LG3 U8 L6 – Activity 3: Venn Diagram (R&E: Asking and Answering Y/N Questions About Activities in the Past)  10 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to orally ask and answer Y/N (Did) questions about activities in the past. 

Target Lang: Did she see balloons? / Did he go to the amusement park? / Did she drink juice? / Did he eat ice cream? / Did he find a coin? / 
Yes, h e did. / No, she didn’t.   

Materials: LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 6 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Model the activity – elicit Q&A according to the 
Venn Diagram 

Show LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 6. 

CLICK to show the set of pictures.   

Have Ss ask and answer Y/N questions about the 
pictures.   

(Point at the “?”, the girl, and the cookies.) 

Did she eat cookies? (Point at the “.”) 

Now, ask and answer.  

(Point at the “?”, the girl and the other pictures one by 
one.)  

(Point at the “.” to elicit answers) 

 

 

 

(Point at the “?”, the boy, and the hot dog.) 

(Point at the “?”, the boy and the other pictures one by 
one.)  

(Point at the “.” to elicit answers) 

 

 

Yes, she did. 

Did she see balloons?               No, she didn’t. 

Did she eat French fries?            No, she didn’t. 

Did she drink juice?                Yes, she did. 

Did she go to the amusement park?   Yes, she did.  

Did she eat ice cream?              Yes, she did. 

 

Did he eat a hot dog?               Yes, he did. 

Did he eat pizza?                   Yes, he did. 

Did he drink soda pop?              No, he didn’t. 

Did he find a coin?                  Yes, he did. 

Did he see clowns?                  Yes, he did. 

Did he find a paper clip?              No, he didn’t.  

Did he go to the amusement park?     Yes, he did. 

Did he eat ice cream?                Yes, he did.  
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2. Ask and answer questions -- in groups.  

CLICK to show the next set of pictures.   

Divide the class into two groups. 

Have Group 1 ask questions about the girl’s day trip 
activities in the past and Group 2 answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Switch roles.  

Group 1, ask Y/N questions about the girl’s activities in 
the past. 

(Point at the “?”, the girl and the playground.) 

Group 2, answer. (Point at the “.”) 

(Point at the “?”, the girl and the other pictures one by 
one.) 

 

 

 

 

 

Group 2, ask Y/N questions about the boy’s activities in 
the past. 

(Point at the “?”, the boy and the ball.) 

Group 1, answer. (Point at the “.”) 

(Point at the “?”, the boy and the other pictures one by 
one.) 

 

 

Did she go to the playground?     

No, she didn’t.  

Did she see birds?             Yes, she did. 

Did she drink lemonade?        Yes, she did. 

Did she find a puzzle?          No, she didn’t. 

Did she eat egg?              Yes, she did. 

Did she go to the beach?        Yes, she did. 

Did she eat bread?             Yes, she did.  

 

Did he find a ball? 

Yes, he did. 

Did he go to the zoo?           Yes, he did. 

Did he eat cake?              No, he didn’t. 

Did he see monkeys?           No, he didn’t. 

Did he drink juice?             Yes, he did. 

Did he go to the beach?         Yes, he did. 

Did he eat bread?              Yes, he did.  
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3. Ask and answer questions -- in pairs.  

CLICK to show the third set of pictures.  

Pair up Ss. Have Ss ask and answer Y/N questions 
about the pictures.   

 

Work in pairs.  

In two minutes, ask and answer Y/N questions about the 
picture.  

Did he see spiders?             Yes, he did.  

Did he find a bat?              No, he didn’t. 

Did he drink milk?              Yes, he did. 

Did he eat fish?                No, he didn’t.  

Did he find a bag?              Yes, he did. 

Did he go to the circus?          Yes, he did. 

Did he see his teacher?           Yes, he did. 

 

Did she see a cat?               No, she didn’t. 

Did she see bears?               Yes, she did. 

Did she eat chicken?              No, she didn’t. 

Did she find a jump rope?          Yes, she did. 

Did she eat cotton candy?          Yes, she did. 

Did she drink soda pop?           Yes, she did.  

Did she go to the circus?           Yes, she did. 

Did she see her teacher?           Yes, she did.  

4. Present to the class 

Invite a few pairs to present their questions and 
answers. 

S1 and S2, ask and answer your questions. Same as above.  
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LG3 U8 L6 – Activity 4: My Day Trip (R&E: Describing, Asking & Answewring WH Questions about Day Trip Activities in the Past)  10 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to describe, ask and answer WH questions about day trip activities in the past. 

Target Lang: She went to the park. / She saw dogs. / She found a kite. / She ate a sandwich. / She drank soda pop. / What did she drink? / 
Where did she go? / I went to the amusement park. 

Materials: LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 7 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Describe Mila’s activities yesterday 

Show LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 7. 

Have Ss describe Mila’s day trip activities yesterday. 

This is Mila. 

What did she do yesterday? (Point to the pictures 
on on the right one by one).  

She went to the park. She saw dogs. She found a kite. She ate 
a sandwich. She drank soda pop.   

2. Ask and answer questions about Mila’s activities 

Draw “?” and “.” on the board.  

Have Ss ask and answer WH questions about Mila’s 
activities yesterday. 

(Point at the “?” and the park.) Where did you go? 

(Point at the “.” to elicit answers.)  

(Point at the “?” and the other pictures one by 
one.) 

(Point at the “.” to elicit answers.) 

 

She went to the park.  

What did she see?         She saw dogs. 

What did she find?        She found a kite. 

What did she eat?        She ate a sandwich. 

What did she drink?      She drank soda pop. 

3. Describe Cassy and Marvin’s activities yesterday --  
in groups 

CLICK to show the pictures of Cassy and Marvin. 

Divide the class into two groups. 

Have Group 1 and Group 2 describe the day trip 
activities of Cassy and Marvin separately.  

Group 1, what did Cassy do yesterday? 

 

 

Group 2, what about Marvin? 

G1: Cassy went to the playground. She ate spaghetti and an 
apple. She drank milk. She saw a dog. She found a doll. 

 

G2: Marvin went to the swimming pool. He ate French fries 
and an ice cream. He drank soda pop. He saw frogs. He 
found a ball. 
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4. Ask and answer questions about Cassy’s activities – 
in groups 

Have Group 2 ask about Cassy’s activities and Group 
1 answer. 

Group 2, ask questions.  

Group 1, answer.  

(Point at the “?”, the spaghetti and the apple.)  

(Point at the “.”) 

(Point at the “?” and the other pictures.) 

(Point at the “.”) 

 

 

What did she eat?         She ate spaghetti and an apple.  

What did she drink?       She drank milk. 

Where did she go?        She went to the playground. 

What did she see?        She saw a dog. 

What did she find?       She found a doll.   

5. Ask and answer questions about Marvin’s activities 
– in groups 

Have Group 1 ask about Marvin’s activities and 
Group 2 answer. 

Group 1, ask questions.  

Group 2, answer.  

(Point at “?”, the French fries and the ice cream.)  

(Point at “.”) 

(Point at “?” and the other pictures.) 

(Point at “.”) 

 

 

What did he eat?       He ate French fries and ice cream. 

What did he drink?     He drank soda pop. 

Where did he go?      He went to the swimming pool. 

What did he see?      He saw frogs. 

What did he find?     He found balls.   

6. Write sentences about day trip activities 

Have Ss describe their day trip activities in the past. 
Instruct them to write their sentences on the 
notebook.  

Describe your trip in the past. 

Write sentences on your notebook.  

 

7. Present to the class 

Invite one or two Ss to come to the front and read 
their sentences aloud.  

Have the other Ss take notes. 

S1, come to the front and read your sentences. 
Everyone, take notes. 

S2, your turn. 

S1:I went to the amusement park. I ate cotton candy. I drank 
lemonade. I saw balloons. I found a coin.  

S2:… 
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8. Ask and answer questions about S1 & S2 

Have Ss ask comprehension questions about S1 and 
S2’s activities. 

S3, ask questions about S1 and call different 
classmates to answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S4, ask questions about S2. 

S3: Where did he/she go? 

S4: He/She went to the amusement park. 

S3: What did he/she see? 

S5: He/She saw balloons. 

S3: What did he/she find? 

S6: He/She found a coin. 

S3: What did he/she drink? 

S7: He/She drank lemonade. 

S3: What did he/she eat? 

S8: He/She ate cotton candy.  

 

… 
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LG3 U8 L6 – Wrap Up: Sentence Race  3 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to make sentences using the verbs: saw, went, found, drank and ate.  

Target Lang: I saw a snake. / I found a doll. / I went to the circus. / I drank coffee. / I ate fish.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 8 

Interaction: T-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Make sentences using verbs in past tense  

Show LG3 U8 L6 PPT—Slide 8. 

Divide the class into small groups. Have the first Ss 
from each group compete in making a sentence 
using the verb shown. 

Have Ss repeat the sentence. 

 

When you see the word, raise your hand quickly and 
make a sentence with it. (Show the verb “saw”.) 

 

 

Repeat the sentence.  

 

I saw a snake. 

 

 

 

I saw a snake. 

2. Repeat the same procedure 

Have the next Ss from the groups repeat the same 
procedure. 

CLICK to show the verbs one at a time. 

 

 I found a doll. 

I went to the circus. 

I drank coffee. 

I ate fish. 
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LG3 U8 L8 Handout 1—Unit Test 
 

LG3 U8 Unit Test 
 

I. Complete the sentences.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

II. Unscramble the words to form a sentence.  

1. She / zoo / went / the / to 
__________________________________________________________. 

2. monkeys / saw / She 
__________________________________________________________. 

3. ate / They / ice cream 
__________________________________________________________. 

4. He / lemonade / drank 
__________________________________________________________. 

5. found / She / bat / a 
__________________________________________________________. 

 
III. Complete the sentences. 
 
 

1. What did he find ? Pictures don’t 
match past tense. 
He found ________________. 
Where was it?  

   
 

2. What did she find ? 
She found ________________. 
Where was it?  
It was ___________________. 

 

Jack ______ to the zoo yesterday. 

He ______ an elephant. 

He ______ a hot dog.  Remember to 
replace the PPT. 

He ______ orange juice. 

It was _________________. 

Kate ______ to the park yesterday. 

She ______ cotton candy. 

She ______ water. 

She ______ birds. 

It was _________________. 
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LG3 U8 L8 
 
Time: 50 min  

Materials: Projector; LG3 U8 L8 PPT 

 

General Guidelines for Lesson Plan 8s 
This session is meant to serve as a final unit summarization and assessment.  

 

General Objectives for all Lesson Plan 8s: 
1. Ss will be able to give presentations fluently and confidently, using the same or similar topics from the previous lessons, without much preparation. 

2. Ss will be able to finish a short unit test independently, and correct any mistakes after the answers are checked. 

 
 

 

About the Presentations: 

1. Three topics are provided in this lesson plan. It’s at the teachers’ discretion to decide how many topics to use and which ones to use depending on the 
class size and time availability. 

2. Not all Ss may have the chance to do a presentation in every class. Teachers should ensure Ss have equal opportunities to participate in later lessons.  

About the Unit Test: 

1. The test provided in each unit is usually, but not always, reading and writing based. It’s best if the tests can be printed out, but the test can be done just 
using the PPT as a guide and having Ss write out their answers on a piece of paper. 

2. It is recommended that test answers be checked and mistakes corrected before the end of class.  Please refer to the guidance in L7 for ways of 
checking Ss’ answers in class. 
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LG3 U8 L8 Activity Overview: 

Time 15’ 12’ 8’ 10-15’ 

Act. # Type Presentation 1 Presentation 2 Presentation 3 Unit Test 

Name 
Description  

of Activity 

My Day Trip 
Describing One’s Own Day Trip 

Activities in the Past  
from LG3 U8 L6 

What Did…? 
Recalling and Personalizing the 

Dialog 
from LG3 U8 L5 

Day Trips  
Describing Day Trip Activities in the Past 

from LG3 U8 L4 

Unit Test 

Target 
Language 

I went to the amusement park.  

I saw my teacher and my friends.  

I drank orange juice.  

I ate a hot dog. 

I found a red ball.  

Where did she go? 

She went to the amusement park. 

I went to school at 8:00. 

I saw my teacher at 8:15.  

I found a pen at 10:00.  

I ate a sandwich at 12:00.  

I drank juice at 12:15. 

Sally went to the playground.  

She saw birds.  

She ate pizza. 

She drank soda pop.  

She found a bat. 

What did he find? 

He found a ball. 

Where was it? 

It was under the table. 

She went to the zoo. 

She saw monkeys. 

They ate ice creams. 

He drank lemonade. 

She found a bat. 
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LG3 U8 L8 – Presentation 1: My Day Trip (Describing One’s Own Day Trip Activities in the Past – from LG3 U8 L6)  15 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to give presentations about day trip activities in the past fluently and confidently.  

Target Lang: I went to the amusement park. / I saw my teacher and my friends. / I drank orange juice. / I ate a hot dog. / I found a red ball. / Where did she go? / She 
went to the amusement park.  

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss, S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Prepare a presentation on their last day trip - in pairs 

Have Ss prepare to talk about what they did on their last 
day trip using the verbs: went, saw, found, drank and ate. 

Give them one minute to prepare.   

Describe your last day trip activities, 
using the verbs: went, saw, found, drank 
and ate. 

You have one minute to prepare.  

 

2. Present to the class 

Call individual Ss to talk about what they did on their last 
day trip.  

Have the class count the sentences made.  

Repeat as time allows.  

S1, come to the front and describe what 
you did on your last day trip. 

 

Let’s count the sentences.  

I went to the amusement park. I saw my teacher and my 
friends. I drank orange juice. I ate a hot dog. I found a red ball.  

3. Ask and answer questions  

Call individual Ss to ask questions about the sentences 
made by their classmates after each presentation.  

S2, ask questions about what S1 did.  

Call a classmate to answer. 

Next? 

S2: Where did he/she go? 

S3: He/She went to the amusement park. What did he/she eat? 

S4: He/She ate a hot dog. What did he/she find? 

S5: He/She found a red ball. What did he/she drink? 

S6: He/She drank orange juice. 
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LG3 U8 L8 – Presentation 2: What Time...? (Describing Activities at a Specific Time in the Past – from LG3 U8 L5)  12 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to give presentations about their activities at a specific time in the past fluently and confidently.  

Target Lang: I went to school at 8:00 yesterday. / I saw my teacher at 8:15. / I found a pen at 10:00. / I ate a sandwich at 12:00. / I drank 
juice at 12:15. 

Materials: LG3 U8 L8 PPT–Slide 2 

Interaction: T-Ss, S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Describe the girl’s activities 

Show LG3 U8 L8 PPT–Slide 2.  

Have Ss make sentences about the pictures. 

Where did she go? What time did she go there? (Point at the 
zoo.)  

Now, make sentences using the verbs in the past. 

(Point at the monkeys.) 

(Point at the yo-yo.) 

(Point at the soda pop.) 

(Point at the French fries.) 

(Point at the restaurant.) 

(Point at the fish.) 

(Point at the milk.) 

(Point at the house.) 

She went to the zoo at 1:00. 

  

She saw monkeys at 1:15. 

She found a yo-yo at 2:30. 

She drank soda pop at 2:45. 

She ate French fries at 3:00. 

She went to the restaurant at 4:30. 

She ate fish at 5:45. 

She drank milk at 6:00. 

She went to her house at 8:00.  

2. Prepare a presentation on their activities at a specific 
time yesterday 

Have Ss prepare to talk about what they did yesterday 
at a specific time using the verbs: went, saw, found, 
drank and ate. 

Give them two minutes to prepare.  

Describe your activities at a specific time yesterday. Use the 
verbs: went, saw, found, drank and ate. 

You have two minutes to prepare.  
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3. Present to the class 

Call individual Ss to talk about what they did yesterday 
at a specific time.  

Have the class count the sentences made.  

Repeat as time allows.  

S1, share your sentences to the class.  

Let’s count the sentences.  

I went to school at 8:00 yesterday. I saw my 
teacher at 8:15. I found a pen at 10:00. I ate a 
sandwich at 12:00. I drank juice at 12:15.  
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LG3 U8 L8 – Presentation 3: Day Trips (Describing Day Trip Activities in the Past – from LG3 U8 L4)  8 min  
Objectives: Ss will be able to give presentations about day trip activities in the past fluently and confidently.  

Target Lang: Sally went to the playground. / She saw birds. / She ate pizza. / She drank soda pop. / She found a bat.  

Materials: LG3 U8 L8 PPT–Slide 3 

Interaction: T-Ss, S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Prepare a presentation on day trips according to the PPT 

Show LG3 U8 L8 PPT–Slide 3.  

Have Ss prepare to talk about the past day trip activities of 
the students in the picture. 

These students had a day trip yesterday. 

Talk about what they did. 

You have two minutes to prepare.  

 

2. Present to the class 

Call individual Ss to share their sentences to the class.  

Have the class count the number of sentences made.  

S1, come here and share your sentences 
to the class. 

 

Everybody, let’s count the sentences.  

Sally went to the playground. She saw birds. She ate pizza. She 
drank soda pop. She found a bat. 

Karen went to the circus. She saw bears. She ate cake. She 
drank juice. She found a bag. 

Dion went to the department store. He saw Teacher Belle. He 
ate a sandwich. He drank soda pop. He found a pen. 

Sebb went to the park. He saw trees. He ate cotton candy. He 
drank milk. He found a spider. 

Alexis and Vicky went to the beach. They saw birds. They ate 
French fries. They drank lemonade. They found a ball.  
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LG3 U8 L8 – Unit Test  10-15 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to finish a short Unit Test independently, correcting any mistakes after the answers are checked. 

Materials: LG3 U8 L8 Handout 1 – Unit Test; LG3 U8 L8 PPT-Slides 4-6 

Interaction: T-Ss 
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